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Summary 

The present thesis comprises five basic chapters: 

The first chapter includes the main idea of our study and its problems, also 

includes the aim of the work of our study. 

The second chapter includes the theoretical consideration of the subject. It 

deals with the general methods of labeling, factors that influence the integrity of labeled 

compounds, radionuclides used for diagnostic nuclear medicine, production methods 

and radioactive properties of 
123

I, 
125

I and 
131

I. It includes also the techniques used for 

the preparation of the radioiodinated compounds especially the electrophilic 

radioiodination technique. 

This chapter deals also with the medical imaging, techniques of diagnostic 

nuclear medicine and the purification of radioiodinated compounds using different 

chromatographic techniques. Since these radioiodinated compounds are used for 

diagnosis and therapeutic treatment of human diseases, quality control tests such as 

determination of chemical purity, radionuclidic purity, radiochemical purity, sterility, 

pyrogenicity and biodistribution are performed to ensure the purity, the safety and 

efficiency of these products for the intended nuclear medicine application. 

The third
 
chapter describes the experimental section; comprising chemicals, 

reagents, the radionuclides, the equipments and the counting systems used in the study. 

It describes the electrophilic radioiodination using chloramine-T (CAT), iodogen and 

lactoperoxidase oxidizing agents and the factors affecting the radiochemical yield of the 

radioiodination of histamine and L-tyrosine methyl ester such as substrate 

concentration, pH of the medium, reaction time, temperature and stability of the labeled 

product. 

 This chapter also includes the techniques used in the Purification of 

radioiodinated compounds, including paper electrophoresis, thin layer chromatography 

(TLC), Poly acrylamide-acrylic acid resin [P(AAm-AA) resin] and high performance 

liquid chromatography (HPLC), in addition, the quality control tests and the biological 

distribution of the radioiodinated compounds in the Albino Swiss mice.  

The fourth chapter deals with the electrophilic radioiodination of two 

medically important compounds namely, histamine and L-tyrosine methyl ester to be 

ready for nuclear medical application. These compounds were selected because 
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histamine is an important mediator of many biological processes. It is a well known 

chemical mediator of allergy, gastric acid secretion and a neurotransmitter in the 

mammalian brain. L-Tyrosine methyl ester is important biologically not only in protein 

and in the synthesis of thyroid hormones, but also in its hydroxylated forms as the 

precursor for the synthesis of catecholamines and melanin. L-Tyrosine methyl ester is a 

prosthetic group which is used to label organic molecules which do not have activated 

aromatic groups or may not be stable to harsh oxidizing conditions. 

This chapter is divided into three parts:  

The first part focuses on the comparative study between radioiodination 

methods; chloramine-T (CAT) method, iodogen method and enzymatic iodination 

method. Our investigation showed that the chloramine-T (CAT) method gives higher 

radiochemical yield than iodogen method and enzymatic iodination method. The factors 

affecting the radiochemical yield of 2-[
125

I]iodohistamine and L-3-[
125

I]iodotyrosine 

methyl ester (
125

I-TME) have been studied in this part. The studies reveals that for the 

effect of substrate amount, 150 µg of histamine and 25 µg of TME are sufficient to 

capture the entire generated iodonium ion. At histamine amounts higher than 150 µg 

and TME amounts higher than 25 µg, the radiochemical yield was found to keep 

constant. For the effect of oxidizing agent amount, a high radiochemical yield was 

achieved by increasing the amount of CAT to 150 µg for both
 
2-[

125
I]iodohistamine and 

L-3-[
125

I]iodotyrosine methyl ester. Increasing the CAT amount above values that gave 

the maximum radiochemical yield leads to a decrease in the radiochemical yield. For the 

Effect of pH, the radiochemical yield of 2-[
125

I]iodohistamine and L-3-[
125

I]iodotyrosine 

methyl ester was found to increase by increasing the pH value and the maximum yield 

was identified at pH 5 and pH 7.0, respectively. For the effect of reaction time, the 

radiochemical yield of 2-[
125

I]iodohistamine and L-3-[
125

I]iodotyrosine methyl ester was 

found to slightly increase with increasing the reaction time from 5 min and reach its 

maximum value at 15 min and 30 min, respectively. For the effect of reaction 

temperature, the results of this study clearly show that the radiochemical yield is 

decreased with increasing the reaction temperature. For the In vitro stability, the results 

showed that 2-[
125

I]iodohistamine and L-3-[
125

I]iodotyrosine methyl ester are stable up 

to 24 hours. 
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The second part focuses on the study of the purification of 2-

[
125

I]iodohistamine and L-3-[
125

I]iodotyrosine methyl ester, where the conditions that 

give a high radiochemical yield were summarized in one reaction to obtain the optimum 

radiochemical yield and then subjected to purification by both poly (acrylamide-acrylic 

acid) resin and HPLC. For resin purification, factors affecting the efficiency of 

separation by the resin such as pH of the eluent, variable elution volumes and the flow 

rate of eluent have been studied. The results of this study clearly show that at pH value 

equal to 7, elution buffer of 40 mL and 0.5 mL/min flow rate, the efficiency of 

purification of the resin was high and the radiochemical yield percent of 2-

[
125

I]iodohistamine is high, where high radiochemical yield percent for L-3-

[
125

I]iodotyrosine methyl ester obtained at pH value equal to 7, elution buffer of 30 mL 

and 1 mL/min flow rate. For HPLC purification, 2-[
125

I]iodohistamine was separated on 

C-18 reversed-phase column eluted with water: methanol (1:1) at a flow rate of 1 

mL/min and L-3-[
125

I]iodotyrosine methyl ester was separated on RP-18 column eluted 

with a mixture of 0.02M sodium acetate:ethanol (9:1) at a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min. 

The third part in this chapter shows biological distribution of 2-

[
125

I]iodohistamine and L-3-[
125

I]iodotyrosine methyl ester in the Albino Swiss mice. 

The biodistribution data of  2-[
125

I]iodohistamine and L-3-[
125

I]iodotyrosine methyl 

ester showed substantial uptake of  7.60 ± 0.01 and 5.19 ± 0.021 injected activity/g 

tissue organ in the brain at 30 minutes and 60 minutes post-injection, respectively. The 

maximum brain uptake of 2-[
125

I]iodohistamine and L-3-[
125

I]iodotyrosine methyl ester 

is higher than that of 
99m

Tc-ECD, 
99m

Tc-HMPAO and 
123

I-IMP which are currently used 

radiopharmaceuticals for brain SPECT having brain uptake of 4.7, 2.25 and 1.14%, 

respectively. This indicates that 2-[
125

I]iodohistamine and L-3-[
125

I]iodotyrosine methyl 

ester are two novel radiopharmaceuticals for brain imaging and more efficient than 

currently available agents for that purpose. 

The 5
th 
Chapter is the list of the most recent references documented in this 

thesis. 
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 CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Recently, different current investigations have demonstrated the continuous need 

for developing new techniques and methods that are intended and directed for 

radioiodination of organic compounds and biomolecules with medical useful iodine 

radionuclides 
(1,2)

. This reaction is mainly aimed due to the ability of iodine atom to 

occupy a similar volume to that of methyl or ethyl group and can substitute an alkyl 

group without perturbing the steric or polar configuration
 (3.4)

. On the other hand, 

carbon–iodine bond has similar polarity to carbon–carbon bond. Radioiodinated 

compounds usually used for nuclear medicine either for diagnostic or therapeutic 

purposes can be prepared either by electrophilic radioiodination reactions or by 

nucleophilic isotopic or non-isotopic exchange reactions 
(5,6,7)

. Activated compounds 

containing reactive groups such as phenyl, tyrosine, histidine and imidazole groups 

exhibit strong reactivity under electrophilic substitution and require a short reaction 

time and low temperature, where non-activated aryl iodides or aliphatic iodides require 

higher temperatures and concentrated medium to facilitate the exchange reactions 
(8)
. 

  In the electrophilic substitution reaction, the hetero group is introduced into a 

precursor molecule at the position where the radioiodine label is desired. The hetero 

group is then replaced by electrophilic iodine
 (9)

, So that an oxidizing agent must 

normally be present such as chloramine-T and iodogen to oxidize I2 to a better 

electrophile in acidic pH value 
(10,11)

. Radioiodinated compounds are widely used for the 

diagnosis and therapeutic treatment of human diseases e.g. 
125

I-Iodothioguanine for 

cancer treatment, 
123

I-Dimethylamino methyl phenyl iodophenylamine (
123

I -ADAM) 

for brain imaging
 (12)

 and 
123

I-Iodocelecoxib for tumor imaging 
(13)

.
 
 

  The use of radiolabeled compounds is to deliver therapeutic doses of ionizing 

radiation to disease sites in the body dates back more than half a century. During the last 

decade there has been renewed interest in therapeutic applications of radiolabeled 

compounds, mainly due to the development of a range of new carrier molecules which 

can target radionuclides more selectively to the disease site and also due to wider 

availability of radionuclides with desired physical properties.  
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The ideal physical and biological properties of radiolabeled compounds for 

therapy should be such that a large absorbed dose of radiation is received by the tumor, 

or diseased tissue, with minimal dose to normal tissues. This requires the use of an 

appropriate radionuclide, administration in a chemical form, and by a route of 

administration, which will allow selective uptake in target tissue insufficient 

concentration to elicit a therapeutic response 
(14)

. 

  The development of new radioiodinated compound used for nuclear medicine 

either for diagnostic or therapeutic purposes comprises of a number of steps. It generally 

starts out with the identification of a biological hypothesis and specific biochemical 

target(s) associated with this hypothesis. This is an essential element of the development 

process because knowledge of the biochemical properties as well as the molecular 

nature of the target greatly assists in the identification of the most suitable 

radioiodinated compound. Subsequent to the identification of a given target, the process 

of radioiodinated compound design begins. Most of the times these compounds are 

available from the pharmaceutical industry, which may have drugs for therapeutic 

purposes that have an affinity for the target or related target molecules (for example, for 

receptor subtypes). This knowledge can then be used to further refine the structure by a 

limited structure–activity relationship (SAR) study and can be further assisted by 

molecular modeling methods. Once the compound has been identified, methods to 

radiolabel the chosen compound are developed. Depending on the kind of radionuclide 

that is planned, radio-synthesis steps are developed. Critical in designing radio-synthesis 

schemes is the emphasis on obtaining high radiochemical yields in a short duration of 

time. The developer has to factor in the time required for chromatographic purification 

of the radiolabeled compound as well. After the completion of the radio-synthesis of the 

radiolabeled compound, in vitro and in vivo evaluations of the new agent are carried out. 

In vivo studies are carried out to investigate in vivo stability, selective localization, and 

retention in the regions of interest 
(15)

. 
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Aim of the work 

 

Histamine [2-(4-Imidazolyl)-ethylamine] is an important mediator of many 

biological processes. Histamine is a well known chemical mediator of allergy, gastric 

acid secretion and a neurotransmitter in the mammalian brain. Histamine is also 

generated by microbiological action in the course of food processing and it is therefore 

present in substantial amounts in many fermented foodstuffs and beverages. Due to its 

potent pharmacological activity even at very low concentrations, the synthesis, 

transport, storage, release and degradation of histamine have to be carefully performed 

and regulated to avoid undesirable reactions
 (16)

. Measurement of histamine in human is 

an important clinical parameter in various diseases such as asthma bronchiale, 

anaphylaxis, mastocytosis, polycythemia vera and cancer 
(17)

. 

 

N

HN

NH2

 

Structural formula of histamine 

 

A plenty of work has been reported on the radioiodination of small molecules of 

biological and medical importance such as amino acids. A number of amino acids are 

the precursors of neurotransmitters, other important metabolic neurotransmitters and 

important metabolic intermediates in the central nervous system (CNS). The amino acid 

tyrosine is important biologically not only in protein and in the synthesis of thyroid 

hormones, but also in its hydroxylated forms as the precursor for the synthesis of 

catecholamines and melanin 
(18)

. L-tyrosine methyl ester  is a prosthetic group which is 

used to label organic molecules which do not have activated aromatic groups or may not 

be stable to harsh oxidizing conditions. 
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NH2

OMe

O

HO  

Structural formula of L-tyrosine methyl ester 

 

The scope of this work is the radioiodination of histamine and L-tyrosine methyl 

ester to be ready for nuclear medical application. To fulfil this objective, the following 

investigations will be carried out: 

1- Radioiodination of histamine and L-tyrosine methyl ester by direct electrophilic 

substitution reaction with 
125

I (t1/2 = 60 days) using chloramine-T (CAT), iodogen and 

lactoperoxidase oxidizing agents. 

2- Comparative study between radioiodination methods; chloramine-T (CAT) method, 

iodogen method and enzymatic iodination method in order to determine which method 

is the most suitable for the radiodination of histamine and L-tyrosine methyl ester. 

3- Studying the factors affecting the radiochemical yield of the radioiodination of 

histamine and L-tyrosine methyl ester such as:  

• Substrate amount. 

• pH of the medium. 

• Reaction time. 

• Temperature.  

• The stability of the labeled product. 

4- Chromatographic purification of the radioiodinated products by using different 

chromatographic techniques such as:.  

• Paper electrophoresis.  

• Thin layer chromatography (TLC).  

• Poly acrylamide-acrylic acid resin [P(AAm-AA) resin]. 

• High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC).  

5- Studying the factors affecting the efficiency of separation by polyacrylamide-acrylic 

acid resin such as: 
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• Variable elution volumes. 

• pH of the eluent. 

• Flow rate of the eluant. 

6- Quality control tests such as determination of chemical purity, radionuclidic purity, 

radiochemical purity, sterility, pyrogenicity are performed to ensure the purity, the 

safety and efficiency of these products for the intended nuclear medicine application. 

7- Studying the biological distribution of the radioiodinated compounds by injecting 

them in the tail vein of Albino Swiss mice. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

2.1. Importance of radiolabeled compounds in nuclear medicine  

The use of compounds labeled with radionuclides has grown considerably in 

medical, biochemical, and other related fields. In the medical field, compounds labeled 

with β
-
-emitting radionuclides are mainly restricted to in vitro experiments and therapeutic 

treatment, whereas those labeled with γ-emitting radionuclides are particularly useful for in 

vivo imaging of different organs. Nuclear pharmacy is a specialty area of pharmacy 

practice dedicated to the compounding and dispensing of radioactive materials for use in 

nuclear medicine procedures
 (19)

.  

Prior to discusse the radiolabeling of organic compounds, it is important to 

understand some background regarding radioactivity and how it is used in patients. Most 

people hear the word radiation, and immediately have an image of danger or 

injury. However, most people do not realize that there is radiation in everyone's lives in 

many different forms. Electromagnetic radiation is emitted from the sun, from signals sent 

from radio and TV stations, from radar used to track airplanes, and even visible light. In 

this particular field, we are interested in a type of radiation termed radionuclides. A 

radionuclide is an atom that has an unstable nucleus. Recalling chemistry, the nucleus of 

an atom consists of protons and neutrons. If a nucleus, for whatever reason, has an excess 

of either one of these constituents, it will try to " get rid of " the excess component and 

return to a stable state. By doing so, the atom is said to give off this energy in the form of 

radiation.  

There are quite a few naturally occurring radionuclides. Any nuclide with an 

atomic number greater than 83 is radioactive. Atomic number is simply the total number of 

protons found in the nucleus. There are also many naturally occurring radionuclides with 

lower atomic numbers. While some radionuclides occur naturally in the environment, there 

is another class of "man-made" or artificial radionuclides. Artificial radionuclides can be 

manufactured in two main ways (in a reactor or in a cyclotron). By these ways we make 

the nucleus of our starting material unstable, and this nucleus will then try to become 
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stable by emitting radioactivity. An unstable nucleus can give off its energy in a variety of 

ways. The type of emission that is given off will determine whether or not the radionuclide 

will be useful for imaging or treating a patient 
(14)

.  

The radiologic specialty of nuclear medicine uses small quantities of radioactive 

materials with a known type of emission. By "tagging" the radioactive source to some 

compound that is known to localize in a specific area of the body, the compound will carry 

the radioactive material to the desired site. By using a specific detection device called a 

gamma camera, it is possible to detect the emissions given off by the radioactive material 

and create images of the relative distribution of the radioactive source in the body. As 

nuclear medicine procedures became more widely used, the need for someone to prepare 

the labeled products for administration to the patients became more evident 
(20)

.  

2.1.1. A radiolabeled compound  

A radiolabeled compound is a radioactive compound used for the diagnosis and 

therapeutic treatment of human diseases. It is also defined as a preparation of adequately 

constant composition, radiochemical, radionuclidic purity and uniformity of physiological 

action for use in nuclear medicine as diagnostic or therapeutic agent. Radiolabeled 

compound may be radioactive element such as 
133

Xe, or a labeled compound such as 
131

I-

iodinated compounds and
 99m

Tc-labeled compounds
 (14)

.  

In designing a radiolabeled compound, a pharmaceutical is first chosen on the basis 

of its preferential localization in a given organ or its participation in the physiological 

function of the organ. Then a suitable radionuclide is tagged onto the chosen 

pharmaceutical such that after administration of the radiolabeled compound, radiations 

emitted from it are detected by a radiation detector. They are given to the patients by 

injection, orally or by inhalation, depending on their mechanisms of concentration in the 

organ or system under study. They can be presented as inorganic salt, gas, organometalic 

complex, organic molecule, etc. Another point of interest is the difference between 

radiochemicals and radiolabeled compounds. The former are not used for administration to 

humans due to the possible lack of sterility and nonpyrogenicity. On the other hand, 

radiolabeled compounds are sterile and nonpyrogenic and can be administered safely to 

humans.  
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In nuclear medicine nearly 95% of the radiolabeled compounds are used for 

diagnostic purposes, while the rest are used for therapeutic treatment. Radiolabeled 

products don’t exert any pharmacological effects on the organism because they are 

administrated at too low dose levels to exert any measurable effect 
(21)

. The use of 

radiolabeled compounds to deliver therapeutic doses of ionizing radiation to disease sites 

in the body dates back more than half a century. During the last decade there was renewed 

interest in the therapeutic applications of radiolabeled compounds, mainly due to the 

development of a range of new carrier molecules which can target radionuclides more 

selectively to the disease site and also a wider availability of radionuclides with desired 

physical properities.  

The selection of proper isotope to be used in labeling and so in imaging is 

important because it should have suitable short half life to avoid unwarranted harmful 

exposure to radiation and suitable photon energy within the range of gamma camera 
(14)

.  

2.1.1.1. Therapeutic radiolabeled compounds 

Therapeutic radiolabeled compounds are radiolabeled molecules designed to 

deliver therapeutic doses of ionizing radiation to specific diseased sites. Therapeutic 

applications of radiolabeled compounds have emerged from the concept that certain 

radionuclides possessing particulate emission such as alpha and beta radiations or low-

energy low-range electrons possess the ability to destroy diseased tissues.  

Table (2.1) shows examples of some radiolabeled compounds used as therapeutic 

agents. Though the sale of therapeutic radiolabeled compounds is currently much lower 

compared to that of diagnostic products, a steep increase over the next years is predicted 

(22)
, since several new products for treating lymphoma, colon cancer, lung cancer, prostate 

cancer, bone cancer and other persistent cancers are expected to enter the market. 

Development of sophisticated molecular carriers and the availability of radionuclides in 

high purity and adequate specific activity are contributing towards the successful 

application of radionuclide therapy. 
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Table 2.1: Examples of radiolabeled compounds used as therapeutic agents 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.1.1.2. Diagnostic radiolabeled compounds  

Diagnostic radiolabeled compounds are used to derive detailed description of the 

morphology and dynamic functioning of the various internal organs of the body. The 

radiolabeled compounds accumulated in an organ of interest emits gamma radiation which 

is used for imaging of the organs with the help of an external imaging device called 

gamma camera 
(26)

. Examples of some radiolabeled compounds used as diagnostic agents 

are shown in Table (2.2).  

Table 2.2: Examples of radiolabeled compounds used as diagnostic agents 

 

 

Compound Isotope Application 

Sodium iodide 
131

I Thyroid carcinoma 

treatment
(14)

 

Iodothioguanine 
125

I Cancer treatment 
(23)

 

188
Re-tin-colloid 

188
Re Rheumatoid arthritis 

treatment
(24)

 

186
Re-hydroxyethylidene 

diphosphonate ( HEDP) 

186
Re

 
Treatment of osteosarcoma

 (25)
 

Compound Isotope Application 

Sodium iodide 
123

I Thyroid uptake 

measurement 
(14)

 

Dimethylamino methyl phenyl 

iodophenylamine (ADAM) 

123
I Brain imaging 

(27)
 

 

99m
Tc-gabapentin 

99m
Tc Brain imaging 

(28)
 

99m
Tc-macroaggregated albumin 

(MAA) 

99m
Tc

 
Lung perfusion scan 

(29)
 

Iodocelecoxib
 123

I
 

Tumor imaging 
(13)
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2.1.2. Good radiolabeled compound requirements  

Since radiolabeled compounds are administrated to humans, and because there are 

several limitations on the detection of radiations by currently available instruments, 

radiolabeled compounds should have some important characteristics. The ideal 

characteristics for radiolabeled compounds are 
(14)

: 

2.1.2.1. Ease of availability   

The radiolabeled compound should be easily produced, inexpensive and readily 

available in any nuclear medicine facility. Complicated methods of production of 

radionuclide or labeled compounds increase the cost of the radiopharmaceutical. 

2.1.2.2. Short effective half-life (te)         

A radionuclide decays with a definite physical half-life (tP) which is independent 

on any physicochemical conditions and is characteristic for a given radionuclide. 

Radiolabeled compound administrated to humans disappear from the biological system 

through fecal or urinary excretion, perspiration or other mechanisms. This biological 

disappearance follows an exponential law similar to that of the radionuclide decay. Thus, 

every radiolabeled compound has a biological half life (tb). It is the time needed for half of 

the radiolabeled compound to disappear from the biological system. Obviously, in any 

biological system, the loss of a radiolabeled compound is due to both the physical decay of 

the radionuclide and the biological elimination of the radiolabeled compound. 

Radiolabeled compounds  should have a relatively short effective physical and biological 

half-life, which should not be longer than the time necessary to complete the study in 

question. 

(tP) (tb) 
(te) = 

(tP) + (tb) 

 

2.1.2.3. No particle emission 

Radionuclides decaying by α or β-particle emission should not be used as the label 

in diagnostic radiolabeled compounds. These particles cause more radiation damage to the 

tissue than do γ-rays. Although γ-ray emission is preferable, many β-emitting 

radionuclides, such as 
131

I-iodinated compounds, are often used for clinical studies. 
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However, α emitters should never be used for in vivo diagnostic studies because they give 

a high radiation dose to the patient, while α and β-emitters are useful for therapy, because 

of the effective radiation damage to abnormal cells. 

2.1.2.4. Decay by electron capture or isomeric transition 

Because radionuclides emitting particles are less desirable, the diagnostic 

radionuclides used should decay by electron capture or isomeric transition without any 

internal conversion. Whatever the mode of decay, for diagnostic studies the radionuclide 

must emit a γ radiation with an energy preferably between 100 and 300 keV (the suitable 

range for gamma camera) 

2.1.2.5. High target-to-non target activity ratio 

For a diagnostic study, it is desirable that the radiolabeled compound be localized 

preferentially in the organ under study since the activity from non target areas can obscure 

the structural details of the picture of the target organ. Therefore, the target-to-non target 

activity ratio should be high. An ideal radiolabeled compound should have all the above 

characteristics to provide maximum efficiency in the diagnosis of diseases and a minimum 

radiation dose to the patient. However, it is difficult for a given radiolabeled compound to 

meet all these criteria and the one of choice is the best of many compromises. 

2.2. Radiolabeling of pharmaceutical compounds  

2.2.1. Methods of Radiolabeling 
(30)

 

In any labeling process, a variety of physicochemical conditions can be employed 

to achieve a specific kind of labeling. There are essentially six major methods employed in 

the preparation of labeled compounds for clinical use. These methods are : 

2.2.1.1. Isotopic exchange labeling  

In isotope exchange reactions, one or more atoms in a molecule are replaced by 

isotopes of the same element having different mass numbers. Since the radiolabeled and 

parent molecules are identical except for the isotope effect, they are expected to have the 

same biological and chemical properties.Examples are 
125

I-triiodothyronine (T3), 
125

I-

thyroxine (T4), 
14

C-,
 35

S-, and 
3
H-labeled compounds. These labeling reactions are 

reversible and are useful for labeling iodine-containing material with iodine radioisotopes. 

The majority of the labeled compounds are of this category. 
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R R

*I

*I
I

 

An example for isotopic labeling  

2.2.1.2. Non isotopic labeling  

In this type of labeling, a radionuclide is incorporated into a molecule that has a 

known biological role, primarily by the formation of covalent or coordinate covalent 

bonds. The tagging radionuclide is foreign to the molecule and does not label it by the 

exchange of one of its isotopes.  

H

R R

*I

*I

 

An example for non-isotopic labeling 

Some examples are 
99m

Tc-labeled albumin, 
99m

Tc-DTPA, 
51

Cr-labeled red blood 

cells, and many iodinated proteins and enzymes. In several instances, the in vivo stability 

of the material is uncertain and one should be cautious about any alteration in the chemical 

and biological properties of the labeled compound. 

2.2.1.3. Labeling with bi-functional chelating agents 

In this approach, a bi-functional chelating agent is conjugated to a macromolecule 

(e.g., protein, antibody) on one side and to a metal ion (e.g., Tc) by chelation on the other 

side. Examples of bi-functional chelating agents are DTPA, metallothionein, diamide 

dimercaptide (N2S2), hydrazinonicotinamide (HYNIC) and dithiosemicarbazone. There are 

two methods, the preformed 
99m

Tc chelate method and the indirect chelator-antibody 

method. In the preformed 
99m

Tc chelate method, 
99m

Tc chelates are initially preformed 

using chelating agents such as diamidodithiol, cyclam, and so on, which are then used to 

label macromolecules by forming bonds between the chelating agent and the protein. In 

contrast, in the indirect method, the bifunctional chelating agent is initially conjugated 

with a macromolecule, which is then allowed to react with a metal ion to form a metal-
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chelate-macromolecule complex. Various antibodies are labeled by the latter method. 

Because of the presence of the chelating agent, the biological properties of the labeled 

protein may be altered and must be assessed before clinical use. Some examples are 
111

In-

labeled DTPA-albumin, 
67

Ga-labeled desferoxamine albumin and 
99m

Tc-labeled DTPA-

antibody. 

2.2.1.4. Biosynthesis 

In biosynthesis, a living organism is grown in a culture medium containing the 

radioactive tracer, the tracer is incorporated into metabolites produced by the metabolic 

processes of the organism, and the metabolites are then chemically separated. For example, 

vitamin B12 is labeled with 
60

Co or 
57

Co by adding the tracer to a culture medium in which 

the organism Streptomyces griseus is grown. Other examples of biosynthesis include 
14

C-

labeled carbohydrates, proteins, and fats. 

2.2.1.5. Recoil labeling 

Recoil labeling is of limited interest because it is not used on a large scale for 

labeling. In a nuclear reaction when particles are emitted from a nucleus, recoil atoms or 

ions are produced that can form a bond with other molecules present in the target material. 

The high energy of the recoil atoms results in poor yield and hence a low specific activity 

of the labeled product. Several tritiated compounds can be prepared in the reactor by the 

6
Li (n, α)

 3
H reaction. The compound to be labeled is mixed with a lithium salt and 

irradiated in the reactor. Tritium produced in the above reaction labels the compound, 

primarily by the isotope exchange mechanism, and then the labeled compound is 

separated. 

2.2.1.6. Excitation labeling 

Excitation labeling entails the utilization of radioactive and highly reactive 

daughter ions produced in a nuclear decay process. During β decay or electron capture, 

energetic charged ions are produced that are capable of labeling various compounds of 

interest. Krypton-77 decays to 
77

Br and, if the compound to be labeled is exposed to 
77

Kr, 

then energetic 
77

Br ions label the compound to form the brominated compound. Similarly, 

various proteins have been iodinated with 
123

I by exposing them to 
123

Xe, which decays to 

123
I. The yield is considerably low in this method. 
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2.2.2. Factors affecting the labeling yield 

The majority of radiolabeled compounds used in clinical practice are relatively 

easy to prepare in ionic, colloidal, macroaggregated, or chelated forms, and many can be 

made using commercially available kits. Several factors that influence the integrity of 

labeled compounds should be kept in mind. These factors are 
(14)

: 

2.2.2.1. Efficiency of the labeling process 

A high labeling yield is always desirable, although it may not be attainable in many 

cases. However, a lower yield is sometimes acceptable if the product is pure and not 

damaged by the labeling method, the expense involved is minimal, and no better method 

of labeling is available. 

2.2.2.2. Chemical stability of the product 

Stability is related to the type of bond between the radionuclide and the compound. 

Compounds with covalent bonds are relatively stable under various physicochemical 

conditions. The stability constant of the labeled product should be large for greater 

stability. 

2.2.2.3. Denaturation or alteration 

The structure and/or the biological properties of a labeled compound can be altered 

by various physicochemical conditions during a labeling procedure. For example, proteins 

are denatured by heating, at pH below 2 and above 10, and by excessive iodination. 

2.2.2.4. Isotope effect 

The isotope effect results in different physical (and perhaps biological) properties 

due to differences in isotope weights. For example, in tritiated compounds, 
1
H atoms are 

replaced by 
3
H atoms and the difference in mass numbers of 

3
H and 

1
H may alter the 

property of the labeled compounds. It has been found that the physiological behavior of 

tritiated water is different from that of normal water in the body. The isotope effect is not 

as serious when the isotopes are heavier. 

2.2.2.5. Carrier-free or no-carrier-added (NCA) state 

Radiopharmaceuticals tend to be adsorbed on the inner walls of the containers if 

they are in a carrier-free or NCA state. Techniques have to be developed in which the 
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labeling yield is not affected by the low concentration of the tracer in a carrier-free or 

NCA state. 

2.2.2.6. Storage conditions 

Many labeled compounds are susceptible to decomposition at higher temperatures. 

Proteins and labeled dyes are degraded by heat and therefore should be stored at proper 

temperatures; for example, albumin should be stored under refrigeration. Light may also 

break down some labeled compounds and these should be stored in the dark. The loss of 

carrier-free tracers by adsorption on the walls of the container can be prevented by the use 

of silicon-coated vials. 

2.2.2.7. Specific activity 

Specific activity is defined as the activity per gram of the labeled material. In many 

instances, high specific activity is required in the applications of radiolabeled compounds 

and appropriate methods should be devised to this end. In others, high specific activity can 

cause more radiolysis in the labeled compound and should be avoided. 

2.2.2.8. Radiolysis 

Many labeled compounds are decomposed by radiations emitted by the 

radionuclides present in them. This kind of decomposition is called radiolysis. When the 

chemical bond breaks down by radiations from its own molecule, the process is termed 

‘‘auto radiolysis’’. Radiations may also decompose the solvent, producing free radicals 

that can break down the chemical bond of the labeled compounds; this process is indirect 

radiolysis. For example, radiations from a labeled molecule can decompose water to 

produce hydrogen peroxide or perhydroxyl free radical, which oxidizes another labeled 

molecule. To prevent indirect radiolysis, the pH of the solvent should be neutral because 

more reactions of this nature can occur at alkaline or acidic pH. The longer the half-life of 

the radionuclide, the more extensive is the radiolysis, and the more energetic the radiation, 

the greater is the radiolysis. In essence, radiolysis introduces a number of radiochemical 

impurities in the sample of labeled material and one should be cautious about these 

unwanted products. These factors set the guidelines for the expiration date of the 

radiolabeled compounds. 
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2.3. Radionuclides used for diagnostic nuclear medicine 

A radionuclide used in nuclear medicine should be in a carrier-free state and give 

radiation easily detected by nuclear instrument. Radionuclide is described as carrier-free 

when every atom of the element is present as the radionuclide and therefore no other 

isotopes of the element are present. The carrier-free state can only be achieved when the 

production process leads to the formation of a new element. By using carrier-free 

radionuclide, only a trace amount of the element is administered to the patient. Freedom 

from carrier is particularly important in radiolabeled compounds, which may contain toxic 

elements such as the 
201

Tl isotope of the thallium and the 
67

Ga isotope of gallium. In the 

formation of a radiolabeled compound, the success of labeling reaction may depend upon 

the radionuclide being in a carrier-free state. Production of high specific activity 

radioisotopes (especially carrier-free ones) from materials irradiated in nuclear reactors 

presents an important field of nuclear and radiochemistry 
(14)

.  

Carrier-free radionuclides can be produced either by 
(31)

: 

1. Direct irradiation of special target materials. 

2.  The fission reaction itself (e.g., fission reaction of 
235

U). 

3. Radioisotope generators. 

4. Szilard-Chalmers method which utilizes the changes in the atom stage at the moment 

when the (n, γ) reaction is taking place to separate the produced isotope from the bulk of 

unreacted target, which results in obtaining a high specific activity radioisotope 
(32)

. 

5. Processing of natural uranium and thorium ores. 

The radionuclides used for diagnostic nuclear medicine should have the following 

characteristics 
(31)

: 

1-The first one is that, they should have short half-lives ranging from 10 second to 80h. 

This is preferred because higher amounts can be given to the patients without 

significantly increasing the radiation dose. 

2- The second is that, they should emit only γ-rays and no particles emission. The last one 

is that, the energies of the emitted γ-rays should be in the range of 100-300 KeV to be 

easily detected by present day gamma cameras. Nuclear characteristics of some 

commonly used γ-ray emitting radionuclides and their routine production nuclear 

reactions are summarized in Table (2.3). 
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Table 2.3: Nuclear characteristics of some commonly used γ-ray emitter and their 

production nuclear reactions 
(33)

 

Isotope 

 

 

symbol t1/2 decay photons β Nuclear reaction 

Fluorine-18 
18

F 109.77 

m 

β
+

 511 (193%) 0.664 

(97%) 

18
O(p,n)

18
F 

Gallium-67 
67

Ga 3.26 d EC 93 (39%),  

185 (21%), 

300 (17%) 

- 
68

Zn (p, 2n)
 67

Ga 

Krypton-81ra 
81m

Kr 13.1 s IT 190 (68%) - 
nat

Kr(p,2n)
81

Rb→
81m

Kr 

Technetium-

99m 

99m
Tc 6.01 h IT 140 (89%) - 

235
U (n, f)

 99
Mo→

99m
Tc 

98
Mo(n, γ)

 99
Mo→

99m
Tc 

Indium-111 
111

In 2.80 d EC 171 (90%),  

245 (94%) 

- 
112

Cd (p, 2n)
 111

In 

Iodine-123 
123

I 13.3 h EC 159 (83%) - 
123

Te (p, n)
 123

I 

124
Te (p, 2n)

 123
I 

127
I (p, 5n)

 123
Xe

a 

124
Xe (p, pn) 

123
Xe

a 

124
Xe (p, 2n)

 123
Cs

b
 

Xenon-133 
133

Xe 5.24 d β
-

 81 (31%) 0.364 

(99%) 

235
U (n, γ) 

133
Xe 

Thallium-201 
201

Tl 3.04 d EC 69–83
*
 (94%), 

 

167 (10%) 

- 
203

Tl (p, 3n)
 201

Pb
c

 

 

t1/2 = half-life; decay = mode of decay; photons = principle photon energies in kilo-electron volts, 

keV, (abundance/decay); β = beta maximum energy in mega-electron volts, MeV, 

(abundance/decay); β
+
 = β

+
 decay; β

-
 = β

-
 decay; IT = isomeric transition; EC = electron capture; * 

X-rays from progeny, mercury, Hg 

a) 
123

Xe decays by EC (87%) and β
+
 emission (13%) to I

123 

b)
 123

Cs decays by β
+
 emission and EC to 

123
Xe. 

c) 
201

Pb decays by EC (100%) to 
201

Tl 
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2.4. Iodine isotopes 

2.4.1. Chemistry of iodine 

Iodine is one of the common halogens located in group VII in the periodic table 

which contains F, Cl, Br, I. Iodine has seven electrons in the outer shell so to complete its 

octet it gains an electron forming an ionic bond or sharing electrons in a covalent bond. 

The reduction potential of iodine-iodide complex is -0.54 V, for chlorine is -1.4 V and for 

bromine is -1.1 V, so that iodine is easily oxidized than chlorine and bromine. Halogens 

have the maximum tendency to attract electrons towards themselves but this character 

decreases on descending from F to I due to the decrease in the electronegativity and also 

the decrease in the ionization energy so, iodine exhibits maximum non-metallic character 

and can easily lose electrons more readily and form unipositive (I
+
) or tripositive iodine 

(I
+3

).The electronegativity of iodine (2.66) is approximately equal to the electronegativity 

of carbon (2.55) so, the polarization of C-C bond is similar to C-I bond, and basically the 

iodine atom occupies a similar volume to that of methyl or ethyl group, as a result iodine 

can substitute it in organic molecule without disturbing the polar configuration 
(20)

.  

2.4.2. Nuclear properties of iodine 

Iodine is among the most widely used radionuclide, mostly in the medical field, 

because of its short half-life and useful beta emission. Natural iodine is not radioactive, it 

has an atomic mass of 127 and contains 74 neutrons. Many isotopes of iodine containing 

more or less than 74 neutrons have been produced. These isotopes decay by emission of 

one or more forms of radiation. The major advantage of iodine isotopes is the type of 

radiation they emit on decay. All of the iodine isotopes in normal use are γ-emitters, their 

decay results in the emission of one or more photons whose energies are characteristic for 

the isotope. 

The second advantage of iodine isotopes is the relative shortness of their half-lives. 

Since the maximum specific activity attainable with a given isotope is inversely related to 

its half-life, it is desirable to use an isotope with a short half -life. The short half-lives of 

iodine radioisotopes reduce the radiation exposure to patients treated with the radioactive 

isotope 
(31)

. There are thirty –three known isotope of iodine from 
110

I to
142

I all of them are 

radioactive except the stable iodoine-127. Twelve radioisotopes from the rest radioisotopes 

of iodine are produced by fission and their half lives ranging from 1.5 seconds (
139

I) to 16 
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million years (
129

I). Among the thirty-two iodine radioactive isotopes, three of them are of 

special interest namely 
123

I, 
125

I and 
131

I. Production methods and radioactive properties of 

these three isotopes of iodine are shown in Table (2.4). 

Table 2.4: Production methods and radioactive properties of 
123

I, 
125

I and 
131

I 

 

2.4.3. Iodine isotopes 

2.4.3.1. Iodinc 123 

Iodine-123 is a cyclotron produced radionuclide. It is prepared according to the 

following nuclear reaction: 

(p, 2n) 

124
Te      

123
I 

It is also obtained from 
123

Xe as: 

(p, 5n)                                    (B
+
, E.C) 

127
I                              

123
Xe                    

   123
I 

 

       (p, 2n )                    (B
+
, E.C)                      (B

+
, E.C) 

124
Xe                              

123
Cs          

                123
Xe                  

123
I

 

 

Among the numerous radioisotopes of iodine,
 123

I is the most ideal nuclide for in-

vivo applications. The advent of efficient high speed cameras single photon emission 

computed tomography (SPECT) and positron emission tomography (PET) increased the 

labeling of pharmaceuticals by 
123

I 
(34)

. The absence of β
−
-particles emission, the relatively 

Radionuclide Main γ ray 

    (keV)   

half- life 

(t1/2) 

Mode of 

decay 

Production 

Method 

Application 

 

123
I 159 13.2 h EC 

123
Te (p,n)

123
I SPECT 

125
I 35.5 59.4 d EC 

124
Xe(n,γ)

125
Xe 

    E.C            125
I   

RIA, Auger 

electron 

therapy 

131
I 364 8.02 d β

-
 

130
Te(n,γ)

131
Te 

β−       131
I 

Therapy 
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half life of 13.2 h and the convenient gamma energy of 159 KeV make 
123

I an ideal 

radionuclide for diagnostic nuclear medical imaging 
(35)

. 

2.4.3.2. Iodine-125 

Iodine-125 is produced by cyclotrons according to the nuclear reaction: 

    (p, n)                         (d, 2n)  

125
Te                  

125
I 

   
or 

125
Te             

125
I 

Or by neutron irradiation of natural xenon in reactors as follows: 

(n, γ)             (B
+
, E.C)

 

124
Xe gas               

       125
Xe                    

125
I    

(36) 

 Iodine-125 emits gamma energy and Auger electron. Auger – emitters emit low-

energy electrons with a short path length range of 0.06-14 µm, which is too short to reach 

the DNA of a tumor cell unless the radionuclide is internalized into the cell 
(37)

. 
125

I is used 

mainly in a lab work. The soft gamma energy of 35.5 KeV is not strong enough to be 

detected outside the body and is easy to protect. Its 60 days half life permits the storage of 

the labeled materials for sometime, subject to their chemical and radiochemical stability 

(38)
. Iodine-125 is used for labeling proteins and hormones such as insulin, thyroid related 

hormones and steroids which find wide applications in radioimmunoassay (RIA) 
(39)

. This 

procedure uses antibodies raised against a special molecule called antigen, for its detection 

in minute amounts. The key technique is the competition of a radiolabeled antigen and the 

unlabeled antigen to be quantitated for binding with a limited number of antibodies 
(40)

.
 

2.4.3.3. Iodine-131 

It is the most widely used and well known isotope.
 131

I was discovered by 

Livingood and Seaboreg in 1938. It is a reactor produced nuclide. It can be obtained in 

high purity and high specific activity from neutron irradiated tellerium dioxide according 

to the following nuclear reaction: 

 

(n, γ)             β
−
           β

−
 

130
Te

131
Te

131
I

131
Xe 
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Iodine-131 can be recovered from uranium-235 fission products as follows: 

235
U(n,f)

131
I. Its half life of 8.02 days is sufficiently long to permit commercial distribution 

of labeled compounds but limits its use for in vivo applications. Its γ-radiation of 364 KeV 

is suitable for scanning and detection outside the body, but it is much more penetrating and 

requires increased protection for the people involved in the synthesis and use of 

radioiodinated compounds. The β
-
-emission of 606 KeV of 

l31
I prohibits its use in 

situations, where the radiation dose to the patients must be minimized but this medium 

energy can kill cells and it has proven to be useful in the radiotherapy of thyroid cancer 
(41, 

42)
. Its radiotherapeutic potential and its very good commercial availability made it an 

attractive radionuclide for radiotherapy. 
131

I and 
123

I radioisotopes have been widely used 

in the labeling of monoclonal antibodies. Radioiodinated monoclonal antibodies are now 

among the proteins having potential for carrying radioactivity to specific target organ in 

the body and are used for the scintigraphic detection of tumors
 (43)

. 

2.5. Radioiodination 

Iodination is used extensively for labeling the compounds of medical and 

biological interest. 

2.5.1. Principles of iodination 
(14)

 

Iodination of a molecule is governed primarily by the oxidation state of iodine. 

Commonly, iodine is available as NaI and I
-
 oxidized to I

+
 by various oxidizing agents. 

The free molecular iodine has the structure of I
+
 - I

–
 in aqueous solution. In either case the 

electrophilic species I
+
 does not exist as a free species, but forms complexes with 

nucleophilic entities such as water or pyridine.  

                                              I2  + H2O ↔H2OI
+ 

+     I
-
 

                                              I2  + OH ↔HOI +     I
-
  

The hydrated iodonium ion, H2OI
+
 and hypoiodous acid, HOI, are believed to be 

the iodinating species in the iodination process. Iodination occurs by electrophilic 

substitution of a hydrogen ion by an iodonium ion in the molecule of interest, or by 

nucleophilic substitution (isotope exchange) where a radioactive iodine atom is exchanged 

with a stable iodine atom that is already present in the molecule.  
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The most common reaction for introducing iodine into an organic compound is the 

iodination via electrophilic substitution 
(44)

. This method is applied to compounds 

containing substituted aromatic ring e.g. tyrosine ring. Labeling is achieved by introducing 

electrophilic iodine which is a foreign element to the compound to replace an aryl 

hydrogen in the ring without any change in the properties of the compound. Such 

compounds will be foreign labeled (non-isotopically labeled compounds). Almost all 

methods of radioiodination involve the use of oxidizing agents to convert iodide ion (I
-
) to 

a positive oxidation state (I
+
) or the use of iodine in a partially electropositive oxidation 

state such as in IC1. Two schemes have been proposed for the iodination process 
(45)

. 

 

Scheme A: 

              I2  +  H2O                                                    H2OI
+
  +    I

-
                       

             H2OI
+
   + Ar-H                                              ArHI

+
   +   H2O                  

             ArHI
+
                                                              ArI      +    H

+   
   

               

Scheme B: 

           ArH     +   I2                                                    ArIH
+
   +    I

-
                    

           ArIH
+
                                                               ArI       +    H

+          
           

 

2.5.2. Radioiodination Techniques  

There are several methods of iodination, and principles of the important ones only 

are described below 
(31)

 

2.5.2.1. The chloramine-T (CAT) method. 

CAT is the sodium salt of N-chloro-p-toluene sulphonamide. 

 

Structural formula of chloramine-T 

[Na]+  CH3 N

Cl

SO
2
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The CAT method was discovered by Greenwood and Hunter (1963). In this method 

of iodination, the compound for labeling is added first then chloramine-T to a solution of 

131
I-sodium iodide. When dissolving CAT in water, it decomposes to hypochlorus acid 

which in turn oxidizes radioactive iodide to active radioiodonium ion (I
+
), a species that is 

incorporated into the tyrosine residue of proteins with a high yield. The CAT method has 

an optimum labeling efficiency at approximately pH 7 and the labeling efficiency is 

reduced at higher and lower pH values 
(46)

. The difficulty arising with the CAT method of 

radioiodination is that the compound to be labeled is exposed to powerful oxidizing 

conditions resulting in a number of undesirable side reactions such as chlorination 
(47)

, 

oxidation of thiol or thioester groups
 
and cleavage of peptide bonds 

(48)
. In spite of these 

difficulties, CAT has been used to radioiodinate a number of small organic molecules such 

as tyrosine 
(49)

 and thyronine residues derivatives 
(50)

.  

2.5.2.2. Iodogen method 

Iodogen (l,3,4,6-tetrachloro-3 α,6 α-diphenylglycouril), an oxidizing agent 

resembling 4-fold chloramine -T is a promising agent for iodination of proteins. The chief 

advantage of iodogen is its insolubility in water. It is dissolved in chloroform or methylene 

chloride and then evaporated on the inside walls of the reaction vial, thus permitting 

labeling yield with very little contact of the organic compound with the oxidizing agent. 

The reaction is terminated by the transfer of the reaction mixture to a noncoated tube. The 

advantage of this technique is that it is easy to perform, gives high labeling yield and 

causes less oxidative damage of the protein 
(51)

.  

N
Cl

O

N

Cl

N

Cl

O

N

Cl

 

Structural formula of Iodogen 
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2.5.2.3. Iodo-bead method (Solid phase version of chloramine-T coupled to 

polystyrene) 

Iodo-beads consist of the oxidant N-chlorobenzenesulfonamide immobilized on 

2.8-mm diameter nonporous polystyrene spheres. These spheres are stable for at least 6 

months if stored in an amber bottle at 4 ºC. Radioiodination is carried out by simply 

adding five to six iodo-beads to a mixture of protein (~100 mg) and 
131

I-sodium iodide in 

0.5 ml of phosphate buffer solution contained in a capped polystyrene tube. The reaction is 

allowed for 15 min at room temperature. The iodination mixture can be removed by 

pipetting and iodinated protein is then separated by conventional techniques. This method 

has been claimed to be very successful to iodinate various peptides and proteins containing 

a tyrosine moiety with little denaturation of the protein. The labeling yield is almost 99%. 

Loch, et al reported that a high efficiency preparation of 
131

l-iodolisuride could be obtained 

using iodobeads.     

 

 Structural formula of iodobeads 

2.5.2.4. Triiodide method 

The triiodide method essentially consists of adding radioiodine to the compound to 

be labeled in the presence of a mixture of iodine and potassium iodide 

I2   + KI  + 
131

I2 +   2RH → R
131

I   + K
131

I   + RI  + 2HI          

Where RH is an organic compound being labeled. In the case of protein labeling by this 

method, minimum denaturation of proteins occurs, but the yield is low, usually about 10–

30%. Because cold iodine is present, the specific activity of the labeled product is 

considerably diminished. 

2.5.2.5. Iodine monochloride method 

In the iodine monochloride (ICl) method, radioiodine is first equilibrated with 

stable 
127

I in iodine monochloride in dilute HCl, and then the mixture is added directly to 

the compound of interest for labeling at a specific pH and temperature. Yields of 50–80% 
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can be achieved by this process. However, cold iodine of ICl can be introduced in the 

molecule, which lowers the specific activity of the labeled compound, and the yield 

becomes unpredictable, depending on the amount of ICl added. 

2.5.2.6. Conjugation method 

In the conjugation method, initially N-succinimidyl-3(4-hydroxyphenyl)-

propionate (N-SHPP) is radioiodinated by the chloramine-T method and separated from 

the reaction mixture. The radioiodinated N-SHPP in dry benzene is available 

commercially. Proteins are labeled by this agent by allowing it to react with the protein 

molecule, resulting in an amide bond with lysine groups of the protein. The labeling yield 

is not very high, but the method allows iodination without alteration of protein molecules 

whose tyrosine moieties are susceptible to alteration. 

2.5.2.7. Enzymatic method 

In enzymatic iodination, enzymes such as lactoperoxidase and chloroperoxidase 

and very small amounts of hydrogen peroxide are added to the iodination mixture 

containing radioiodine and the compound to be labeled. The enzyme is used to catalyze the 

oxidation of iodide in the presence of small amounts of H2O2. This method is the mildest 

and the most useful technique which was used for the iodination of many proteins and 

hormones used in radioimmunoassay 
(52)

. Denaturation of proteins or alteration in organic 

molecules is minimized. Enzymatic method has been reported to be a useful technique for 

radioiodination of several compounds such as tyrosine, uracil, histidine and monoclonal 

antibodies. Enzymatic radioiodination is milder alternative to techniques that use chemical 

oxidants 
(53)

. This method has the disadvantage of long reaction time. 

2.5.2.8. Electrolytic Method 

Many amino acids, proteins, and hormones can be radioiodinated by this mild 

method, which consists of the electrolysis of a mixture of radioiodide and the compound to 

be labeled in saline solution 
(46)

. Electrolysis releases reactive iodine that can label the 

compound. The reactive iodide that was produced by the reaction can be reoxidized. Slow 

and steady liberation of iodine causes uniform iodination of the compound and a high 

labeling yield can be achieved. This method has the advantage of not exposing the material 

to harsh oxidizing conditions but requires some special equipments 
(54)

. 
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2.5.2.9. Prosthetic group method 

This method is used for labeling organic molecules which do not have activated 

aromatic groups or which are not stable to harsh oxidizing conditions. A prosthetic group 

for radioiodination contains some type of activated aromatic moiety to receive label and 

some connecting bridges to covalent attach it to the molecule to be labeled. The presence 

of activated aromatic group in the prosthesis permits the use of milder iodination 

conditions. It is possible to label the prosthesis and then couple it to the target molecule in 

two separate reactions or to couple the prosthesis to the target molecule and then do the 

labeling. Bolton and Hunter developed an acylating agent for radioiodinating protein, N-

succinimidyl 3-(4-hydroxy phenyl) propionate. There are three major prosthetic groups in 

use namely; tyrosine methyl ester (TME), tyramine (TA) and histamine (HA). They are 

usually attached to the target molecule by an amide linkage.  

2.5.2.10. Demetallation method (Organometallic method) 

This method is used to prepare no carrier added radioiodinated compounds with 

high degree of stereospecifity. To improve the in vivo stability of iodinated proteins, 

various organometallic intermediates such as organothallium, organomercury, 

organosilane, organoborane, and organostannane have been used to iodinate the aromatic 

ring of the precursor. A heterogroup trialkyl tin for example is introduced into the 

molecule at the position where radioiodine label is desired. The hetero group is then 

replaced by the reaction with electrophile, where the carbon-metal bond is cleaved by 

radioiodination in the presence of oxidizing agents such as chloramine-T and iodogen. The 

process of replacing organo-tin with radioiodine (iododestannylation) has been used in the 

preparation of 
123

Iiodobenzodiazepin.  

2.5.2.11. Exchange method 

Another method for radioiodination of organic compounds is the exchange 

technique where the inactive iodine in the iodoorganic compounds was replaced by the 

radioactive iodine as shown in the exchange of radioiodide with ortho-iodohippuric acid. 

The reaction proceeded by nucleophilic substitution of iodine atom via an intermediate in 

which both inactive and radioactive atoms are symmetrically bond to the carbon atom. The 

rate of the reaction is given by the reputure of the C-I bond, which is dependent on the 

temperature. Isotopic exchange reactions often require an activation energy, which can be 
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provided by thermal agitation. Exchange reactions can be accelerated by the action of light 

or ionizing radiation. Since most of the iodine atoms in the final product will be 
127

I, it is 

not possible to prepare compounds with high specific activity by this method. 

 

CONHCH2COOH

I

CONHCH2COOH

*I
Na*I

 

Labeling of o-iodohippuric acid with radioiodine by isotopic exchange 

technique 

2.5.2.11.1. Exchange in solvent 

 The least complex method of radioiodination of small organic molecules is the 

substitution of radioiodine of a stable iodine atom already incorporated in the molecule. 

This could be effected by heating the compound with the radioactive iodide in an 

appropriate solvent. The isotopic exchange medium may be water, buffer solution adjusted 

to a favorable pH or organic solvent such as ethanol or acetone. The solvent must be able 

to dissolve both the organic molecule and the inorganic iodide. Many organic molecules 

have been radioiodinated by this method e.g. ortho-iodohippuric acid and fatty acids. 

2.5.2.11.2. Exchange in melt 

Compounds, which do not exchange well with iodide in solvents can give better 

yields when the iodocompound is melted with radioiodide. The simplest form is the 

melting of the compound itself, which must be stable at its melting point and has a high 

dielectric constant to dissolve the radioiodide. This technique was first developed for the 

exchange labeling of m-iodohippuric acid and was used to label cholesteryl-4-

iodobenzoate and 4-iodophenyl alanine. To overcome the difficulties with low dielectric 

constant compounds, the exchange is done in a melt of acetamide at about 180°C. 

Acetamide melts at about 82°C and is stable above 200°C. Another type of melt was done 

by heating the substrate with radioactive iodide in ammonium sulfate at (120-160
o
C). 
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2.5.2.11.3. Catalyzed exchange 

In isotopic exchange reactions, catalysts are used to improve the radiochemical 

yield and decrease the reaction time especially in radioiodination reactions with short-lived 

123
1 isotope. Copper metal or copper (I) salts have been reported to catalyze the exchange 

of iodoaromatics with radioiodine in high radiochemical yields. Such results have been 

obtained in the exchange of m-iodobenzyl guanidine, iodohippuric acid and 15(4-

iodophenyl) 9-methyl pentadecanoic acid. Exchange between radioiodide and hydrogen to 

form 4-iodoantipyrine has been catalyzed by silica gel. 

2.6. Medical imaging  

Medical imaging includes those techniques that allow noninvasive (non-surgical) 

visualization of internal organs and processes. It began with Roentgen's discovery of X-ray 

in 1895 and since that time the specialty of radiology have used X-rays to produce images 

of the chest and skeleton. Now diagnostic radiology uses ionizing radiation (X-rays), 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) techniques, radionuclides (nuclear medicine), and 

high-frequency sound waves (ultrasound) to produce diagnostic images of the body 
(55)

. 

Nuclear medicine tests differ from most other imaging modalities in that diagnostic tests 

primarily show the physiological function of the system being investigated as opposed to 

traditional anatomical imaging such as CT or MRI. Nuclear medicine imaging studies are 

generally more organ or tissue specific (e.g.:lungs scan, heart scan, bone scan, brain scan, 

etc.) than those in conventional radiology imaging, which focus on a particular section of 

the body (e.g.: chest X-ray, abdomen/pelvis CT scan, head CT scan, etc.). 

2.6.1. Techniques used for diagnostic nuclear medicine 

2.6.1.1. Single photon emission computerized tomography (SPECT) 

It is a technique widely used in nuclear medicine for the imaging of the many 

organs including the skeleton and heart, as well as for whole body imaging for the 

detection of tumors. The use of tracers of cerebral perfusion and more recently brain 

neurotransmitter systems has resulted in the development of a number of applications for 

brain SPECT in neurology and psychiatry. Indications have been established in cases of 

dementia, epilepsy, neurovascular disorders, Parkinsonism, and following minor head 

trauma. It also has the potential to be a valuable research tool for the study of in vivo brain  
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function 
(56)

.The most common SPECT systems consist of a typical gamma camera 

with one to three NaI(Tl) detector heads mounted on a gantry, an on-line computer for 

acquisition and processing of data and a display system. The detector head rotates around 

the long axis of the patient at small angle increments (3
о
–10

о
) for 180

о
 or 360

о 
angular 

sampling. The data are stored in a 64 x 64 or 128 x 128 matrix in the computer for later 

reconstruction of the images of the planes (slices) of interest. Transverse, sagittal, and 

coronal images can be obtained from the collected data 
(14).

 

2.6.1.2. Positron emission tomography (PET) 

The radioisotope undergoes positron emission decay (also known as positive beta 

decay). The emitted positron travels in tissue for a short distance, during which time it 

loses kinetic energy, until it decelerates to a point where it can interact with an electron.
 

The encounter annihilates both electron and positron, producing a pair of annihilation 

(gamma) photons moving in approximately opposite directions. These are detected when 

they reach a scintillator in the scanning device, creating a burst of light which is detected 

by photomultiplier tubes as shown in Figure (2.1). Main differences between SPECT and 

PET are shown in Table (2.5). 

Table 2.5: Differences between PET and SPECT 

 

 

 

Factor PET SPECT 

Decay mode of used radionuclide Positron emission 
Gamma 

emission 

Half-life of used radionuclides Short half-life Long half-life 

Example of used radionuclides 
18

F and 
11

C 
99m

Tc and 
123

I 

Special requirements On-site cyclotron 
No special 

demands 

Cost Expensive Less expensive 

Image resolution High Lower 
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Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of a PET acquisition process 

2.6.1.3. Gamma camera  

The gamma radiation emitted from the radiopharmaceuticals is detected or 

measured externally by a gamma camera shown in Figure (2.2) giving rise to images 

enabling nuclear physicians to evaluate the functional and /or morphological 

characteristics of the organs of interest 
(57)

. Gamma camera consist of gamma-ray detector, 

such as a single large thallium-doped sodium iodide NaI (TL) scintillation crystal, coupled 

with an imaging sub-system such as an array of photomultiplier tubes and associated 

electronics. Gamma camera employ collimators as shown in Figure (2.3) to form an image 

on the crystal, accepting photons arriving perpendicular to the camera face, and rejecting 

off-axis photons which would degrade the desired image.  

 

Figure 2.2: Gamma camera 
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Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram depicting the operation of a gamma camera 

2.7. Purification of radiolabeled compounds 

  During the radioiodination process radiochemical impurities arise from 

decomposition due to the action of the solvent, change in temperature or pH, light, 

presence of oxidizing or reducing agents and radiolysis. For most diagnostic radiolabeled 

compounds a purity of above 95% is desirable (although not always achievable) since the 

radiochemical impurities will almost certainly have a different biodistribution, which may 

distort the scintigraphic image, and so invalidate a clinical diagnosis based on the 

scintigram 
(58)

. Biomolecules are purified using chromatographic and separation techniques 

which separate them according to the differences in their specific properties such as size 

(gel filtration or size exclusion), charge (ion exchange chromatography), hydrophobicity 

(reversed phase chromatography), and biorecognition (affinity chromatography) 
(59,60)

.The 

USP 2009 specifies separation methods for all the radiochemical purity tests described
 (61)

. 

The types of the radiochemical purity techniques used are: 
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2.7.1. Precipitation  

This method involves the precipitation of one radiochemical entity from another 

with an appropriate chemical reagent. The precipitate is separated by centrifugation. For 

example, the precipitation of protein with trichloroacetic acid from 
99m

Tc-human serum 

albumin preparation. 

2.7.2. Paper and instant thin layer chromatography-Silica gel (ITLC-SG)  

Paper and instant layer radiochromatographic techniques are used for the 

determination of radiochemical purity
 (62)

.
 
The distribution of the radiochemical species 

present in the sample depending on their distribution coefficients between the stationary 

and mobile phases. Each component moves at different speed and appears at different 

distances. 

2.7.3. Gel chromatography  

Gel chromatography is one of the most useful methods for seperating different 

components of a radiolabeled compound preparation 
(63)

. In this method, a sample is 

spotted on the top of a column of sephadex gel, soaked in an appropriate solvent, and then 

eluted with the same solvent. Separation of the components of a sample depends on the 

molecular size of the species. The smaller ones are eluted slower than the larger ones. 

Sequential fractions of the eluate are collected by means of an automated fraction collector 

and the radioactivity is measured in each fraction. Gel chromatography is useful in 

separating protein of different molecular weights.  

Polyelectrolytes are polymers which contain relatively ionizable groups at levels 

ranging from a few mole percentages to 100% of the repeating units. Polyelectrolytes may 

be anionic, cationic or amphophilic and may be synthetic or naturally occurring. 

Polyelectrolytes include polymeric acids, such as poly(acrylic acid), poly(2-hydroxyethyl 

methacrylate-co-methacrylic acid), poly(acrylamide-co-itaconic acid), poly(acrylamide-co-

maleic acid) and polymeric bases such as poly(N,N′-dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate), 

poly(4-vinyl pyridine) and salts of the polymeric acids mentioned above. These materials 

are of great interest due to their promising applications such as sensors, separation 

membranes, adsorbents, and materials in medicine and pharmacy as drug delivery systems, 

in solving some ecological and biological problems as well as in modern technologies 
(64-

68)
. Gel chromatography provides a rapid and mild method of removing salts and other 

small molecules from high molecular weight biomolecules. Three types of polymers are 
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principally used dextran, polyacrylamide, and agarose. Polyacrylamide gels are long 

polymers of acrylamide cross linked with N,N-methylene-bisacrylamide. The use of 

acrylamide polymeric materials for immobilizing proteins goes back to the 1960s. These 

polymers possess some special characteristics in that charges can form in their interiors
 (69)

. 

Sallam et al developed a chromatographic method for separation of some biological 

materials by using poly acrylamide-acrylic acid-dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate resin 

P(AAm-AA-DMAEMA) such as 
125

I -AFP, 
125

I -BSA, high molecular weight, and 
125

I -

T4, low molecular weight tracers from reaction mixtures compared with Sephadex 

purification 
(70)

. Farouk N. et al also studied the separation of 
125

I BZM and 
125

I ILIS by 

using polyacrylamide-acrylic acid resin
 (71)

. 

2.7.4. Paper or gel electrophoresis  

  Electrophoresis consists of applying a radioactive sample on a paper or 

polyacrylamide gel soaked in a suitable buffer, and then applying an appropriate voltage 

across the paper or gel for a certain period of time 
(62)

. The component of the sample move 

to different positions along the paper or gel medium, depending on their charge and ionic 

mobility. 

2.7.5. High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)  

High performance liquid chromatography has become important in the analysis of 

radiolabeled samples with high resolution 
(72)

. The general principles of HPLC are the 

same as those of the regular liquid chromatography. The basic difference lies in the 

diminsions of the columns and the size of the packing materials through which the samples 

are forced by electrical pumps. High resolution, speed of separation and high recovery of 

solutes are the most important advantages of HPLC. High performance liquid 

chromatography (HPLC) has been developed as an efficient tool for the purification of 

radioiodinated compounds. Different materials are used for packing the columns such as 

silica gel, octadecyl silane and dextrane. The iodinated compound is separated from the 

reaction mixture on HPLC column according to its retention time by a solvent HPLC 

grade. This separation is monitored by detectors such as UV detectors and γ-detectors. 

According to the signals of the detector, the eluted fractions of the desired iodinated 

compounds can be collected by a fractional collector. 
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2.8. Quality control of radiolabeled compounds  

Since radiolabeled compounds are intended to use for human administration, it is 

imperative that they undergo strict quality control measures. Basically, quality control 

involves several specific tests and measurements that ensure the purity, potency, product 

identity, biological safety, and efficacy of the pharmaceuticals 
(58)

. All quality control 

procedures that are applied to non radioactive pharmaceuticals are equally applicable to 

radiolabeled compounds; in addition, tests for radionuclidic and radiochemical purity have 

to be carried out.The quality control tests fall into two categories: physicochemical tests 

and biological tests. 

2.8.1. Physicochemical tests 

  Various in-vitro physicochemical tests are essential for the determination of the 

purity and integrity of any pharmaceutical preparation. Some of these tests are unique for 

radiolabeled compounds because they contain radionuclides. 

2.8.1.1. Physical characteristics 

The physical appearance, color and state of radiolabeled compounds are important 

both on receipt and subsequently. A true solution should not contain any particulate matter. 

Colloidal or aggregate preparations must have a proper size range of particles for a given 

purpose. In aggregate preparations, the particle size should vary between 10 and 100 µm. 

Preparations containing particles larger than 150 µm should be discarded because there 

would be a possibility of pulmonary arterial blockage that may ultimately result in an 

embolic condition 
(14)

.
 

2.8.1.2. Control of pH and ionic strength  

 pH meters are universally employed for measurement and checking of solution pH 

of radiolabeled compounds.They are not always suitable for radiopharmaceutical quality 

control in view of the health and contamination hazards associated with handling unsealed 

sources. In such cases, pH-strips are recommended. All radiolabeled compounds should 

have an appropriate pH value for their stability and integrity
 (73)

. The ideal pH of a 

radiolabeled compound should be 7.4 (pH of the blood), although it can vary between 2 

and 9 because of the high buffer capacity of the blood. Also, radiolabeled compounds must 

have proper ionic strength, isotonicity and osmolarity in order to be suitable for human 

administeration. 
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2.8.1.3. Radionuclidic purity  

  The term radionuclidic purity is defined in the USP, 2009 as the proportion of a 

radioactivity, due to the desired radionuclide, to the total measured radioactivity of the 

source 
(61)

. Radioiodine may exist as molecular iodine, iodide, iodate, periodate and 

iodoorganic compound. Radionuclidic impurities arise from very small amounts of 

impurities in the target material. Standards for radionuclide impurities are given in the 

USP, 2009 monographs on all radiopharmaceuticals. The principle underlying the control 

of radionuclidic impurities is protection of the patient from unnecessary radiation 
(58)

. 

Tight limits must be placed on all alpha emitters and long-lived radionuclides, which also 

have a long biological half-life. Radionuclidic purity is checked by the γ-spectrometer and 

the decay curve of the desired radionuclide.  

2.8.1.4. Radiochemical purity  

Radiochemical purity is defined in the USP 2009 as the fraction of the stated 

radionuclide present in the stated chemical form 
(61)

. In the labeling of organic compounds, 

the unreacted iodide represents a radiochemical impurity and must be removed by the 

purification methods mentioned before namely TLC, HPLC and electrophoresis. Non 

regiospecific iodination method leads to a mixture of isomers in electrophilic substitution 

of aromatic compounds. Efficient and rapid chromatographic techniques like HPLC can 

perform the separation of isomers. 

2.8.1.5. Chemical purity 

The chemical purity of a radiolabeled compound is the fraction of the material in 

the desired chemical form, whether or not all of it is in the labeled form. Chemical 

impurities arise from the breakdown of the material either before or after labeling, their 

inadvertent addition during labeling, and their undue accompaniment in the preparation of 

the compound. For example, aluminum is a chemical impurity in the 
99m

Tc-eluate. The 

presence of a slight amount of globulins in the preparation of albumin is indicative of 

impurities in the latter. However, additives, acid, alkali, and buffers are not considered 

impurities.The presence of chemical impurities before radiolabeling may result in 

undesirable labeled molecules that may or may not interfere with the diagnostic test. 

Undue chemical impurities may also cause a toxic effect. Purification of 

radiopharmaceuticals from these impurities is often carried out by methods of chemical 

separation such as precipitation, solvent extraction, ion exchange, and distillation. 
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2.8.2. Biological tests 

Biological tests are carried out essentially to examine the sterility, apyrogenicity 

and undue toxicity of the radiolabeled compounds before human administration 
(74)

. In 

most cases the test is performed on 3 mice or rats and the test is valid if results in 2 of 3 

animals are accepted.  

2.8.2.1. Sterility test  

Sterilization is the process of killing or removing microorganisms. A sterile 

material is one that contains no living organisms at all and the term sterile is therefore an 

absolute one. However the killing or removing of bacteria follows a probability function, 

there always being a finite chance of living some live microorganisms intact in the system, 

so that sterilization processes are designed to minimize the probability of leaving 

survivors. All the methods currently used to kill microorganisms involve exposing the 

preparation to an inimical physical agent for a known period. The agents used are of three 

different types, namely; elevated temperature, ionizing or UV radiation, or toxic gases
 (74)

. 

2.8.2.2. Apyrogenicity test 

 Pyrogens are certain proteins and polysaccharides produced by the metabolism or 

breakdown of micro-organisms. They are soluble and not removable by ultrafiltration and 

heat stable. This test is applied to substances, preparation or articles which, according to 

the pharmacopoeia, are required to be pyrogen-free. Apyrogenicity can be confirmed by 

measuring the rise in body temperature evoked in rabbits by the intravenous injection of a 

sterile solution of the product being examined or by the Limulus Amoebocytes Lysate 

(LAL) test reagent USP (2009)
 (58,75)

. The best recourse to prevent pyrogenic 

contamination is to use sterile glasswares, solutions and equipments. 

2.8.2.3. Undue toxicity test  

Any substance, which is intended for administration to human or animals for 

medical purposes, is required to meet certain criteria with regard to safety in use. Undue 

toxicity tests can be classified into; acute toxicity studies to establish safe dose levels for 

single dose administration and chronic toxicity to evaluate the effects of prolonged use
 

(76,77)
. The dose of a radiopharmaceuticals required to produce 50% mortality in 30 days 

(LD 50/30) is determined. 
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2.9. Brain imaging 

Brain imaging is a process which allows scientists and physicians to view and monitor the 

areas of the brain which allow diagnosis and following up different abnormalities in the brain. The 

search for an ideal brain SPECT radiopharmaceutical is complicated and competes with 

other imaging modalities such as dynamic CT and MRI. The ideal agent should be 

commercially available, easy to label, possess in vivo and in vitro stability and have short 

arterial input to facilitate intervention (stimulation) studies. Such an agent should reach a 

steady state in the brain quickly and be able to penetrate intact blood-brain barriers 

regardless of the blood cell-plasma protein partition 
(78)

. 

A useful radiopharmaceutical for SPECT imaging of brain must have a high 

cerebral uptake and a long residence time in the brain without redistribution during 

imaging 
(79)

. An ideal agent should also reflect regional distribution, which is linear to the 

cerebral blood flow over a wide range and remain fixed in the brain with a constant pattern 

to permit SPECT imaging with minimal extra brain activity. The ideal radiopharmaceutical 

should be neutral and lipophilic (log p octanol/water in range 1.0-2.5) 
(78)

. Development of 

radiopharmaceuticals for functional brain imaging has progressed rapidly in recent years. 

Currently used radiopharmaceuticals for brain imaging include 
99m

Tc-HMPAO, 
99m

Tc-

ECD and 
123

IMP 
(80- 83)

.  

It was found that 
99m

Tc-d,l-Hexamethylpropylene amine oxime (
99m

Tc-HMPAO) 

has cerebral uptake of 2.25% 
(84)

. However, 
99m

Tc-HMPAO chemical decomposition 

begins shortly after it is prepared, so that the time available between reconstitution of the 

kit and injection is limited to 30 min 
(78)

. Its retention in the brain is limited to the 

enzymatic reactions with glutathione, of which there is a high prevalence 
(85, 86)

. In 

addition, 
99m

Tc-HMPAO underestimates high flow areas in adults 
(87)

. In 1989, 
99m

Tc-L,L-

ethyl cysteinate dimmer (
99m

Tc-ECD) was shown to cross BBB with significant retention 

only in high species 
(88, 89)

. The cerebral retention of 
99m

Tc-ECD is caused by hydrolysis 

from diethylester to monoethyl ester by an enzyme in the brain. The complex of 
99m

Tc-

ECD is stable in vitro and has brain uptake of 4.7% 
(90)

. Brain uptake of [
123

I]-iso propyl 

iodoamphatamine (
123

I-IMP) is limited to 1.14 % 
(91)

. 
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CHAPTER 3 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

The experimental work has been carried out in the Labeled Compounds 

Department, Hot Laboratories Center, Egyptian Atomic Energy Authority. 

3.1. Materials 

3.1.1. Equipment 

1- High performance liquid chromatography (Shimadzu Analytical HPLC) used for 

separation, identification and quality control of the labeled compounds. It consists of   

U.V. spectrophotometric detector (SPD-6A), pump (LC-9A), pressure controller 

(DGU-2A), RP-18 column (250 cm x 4.6 mm, lischrosorb, Merck) and fraction 

collector (LKB, Bromma).  

2- High performance liquid chromatography (Buck-Chrom Analytical HPLC) 

equipped with U.V. spectrophotometric detector, radioisotope detector (Bioscan, 

Inc., Washington, DC, USA) and column (C-18 reversed-phase, particle diameter 

5µm, dimensions 250 cm x 4.6 mm, column number HS-2546-M185 Higgins 

Analytical, Inc.). 

3- γ- Scintillation counter: Scaler Ratemeter SR7, Nuclear enterprises LTD, USA, 

fitted with well type NaI (Tl) crystal. 

4- Vortex mixer: Model-231, Fisher Scientific Co., USA.  

5- Analytical balance: Precision Electronic Balance, Model: HA 120 M, A &D 

Company, limited Japan. 

6- pH meter, Orion Research Incorporation, Model 230A, Boston, USA.  

7- Electrophoresis: Sartorius type 16604, Volt 110/220, Frequency 50/60 Hz, Watt 

60, Germany.  

8- Stirring hot plate, Model 210T, Thrmix, Fisher, USA. 

3.1.2. Chemicals 

Unless otherwise stated, all chemicals and laboratory reagents used in this work 

were of the highest purity grade. In all cases the water used is deoxygenated double 

distilled water. The following chemicals were used:  
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1- Acetic acid glacial: C2H4O2, MW 60, GPR, A0078111, ADWIC, Egypt.  

2- Acetone: C3H6O, MW 58.08, A 0628121, El-Nasr Pharmaceutical Chemical Co. 

(ADWIC), Egypt.    

3- Acetonitrile: C2H3N (Multi solvent), MW 41.05, AC 0333, Barcelona, Spain.  

4- Acrylic acid (AA) C3H4O2, MW 72.06, Sigma, USA. 

5- Chloroamine-T: (N-Chloro-P-toluene-sulfonamide sodium salt), C7H7ClNO2S     

Na, MW 227.6, C9887, Sigma, USA.  

6- Disodium hydrogen phosphate: Na2HPO4, MW 141.99, extra pure, Merck, 

Germany.  

7- Ethyl acetate A.R.: C4H8O2, MW 88.11, Brixworth, Northants, UK.  

8- Ethyl alcohol: C2H6O, MW 46.07, 45053, Prolab, Paris, France.  

9- Histamine: (2-[4-Imidazolyl] ethylamine), C5H9N3, MW 111.1, H 7125 Sigma, 

USA.   

10- L-Tyrosine methyl ester: C10H13NO3, MW 195.22, 93920 Fluka Chemie Gmbh, 

Sigma-Aldrich, PF, Steinheim, Germany, packed in Switzerland. 

11- Methyl alcohol: CH3OH, MW 32.04, El-Nasr Pharmaceutical Chemical Co. 

(ADWIC), Egypt.  

12- N,N′-Methylenebisacrylamide (NMBA): C7H10N2O2, MW 154.17, Merck, 

Germany.  

13- Orthophosphoric acid: H3PO4, MW 97.995181, Analar, BDH, LTD, England.  

14- Polyacrylamide gel(PAAm) (C3H5NO)n , average MW 5,000,000, Merck, 

Germany.  

15- Polyethylene glycol 8000 (PEG): (C2H4O)nO H2, MW 8000, P4463 Sigma, 

USA.  

16- Potassium iodide: KI, MW 166, P2963, Sigma, USA.  

17- Sodium acetate: C2H3O2Na, MW 136.08, S8625, Sigma, USA.  

18- Sodium bicarbonate: NaHCO3, MW 84.01, LTD, Dagenham, UK.  

19- Sodium carbonte : Na2Co3 , MW 106, LTD, Dagenham, UK. 

20- Sodium chloride: NaCl, MW 58.44, S7653, Sigma,USA. 

21- Sodium dihydrogen orthphosphate dihydrate: NaH2 PO4.2H2O, MW 156.01, pH 

4-6, (A.R), BDH chemicals LTD, Poole, England.  
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22- Sodium hydroxide: NaOH, MW 40, S0048111, El-Nasr Pharmaceutical 

Chemical Co. (ADWIC), Egypt.  

23- Sodium metabisulfite: Na2S2O5, MW 190.1, S 1516 Sigma, USA.  

24- Iodogen: (1,3,4,6-tetrachloro 3α,6α-diphenyl glycoluril), C6H10Cl4N4O4, MW 

433.1, T0656 Sigma, USA.  

25- Lactoperoxidase: activity 75-150 unit per mg protein, from Bovin milk., L 515, 

Sigma, USA. 

3.1.3. Radioactive material           

Na
125

I was purchased from Institute of Isotopes Co., Ltd. (IZOTOP) Budapest, 

Hungary, as no-carrier added solution.  

3.1.4. Animals 

Mice: Albino Swiss type weighing 20-25g were used for biological distribution 

studies. 

3.2. Methods  

3.2.1. Preparation of solutions 
(92)

  

• HCl / KCl medium (pH=1)  

It was prepared by adding 67 mL of 0.2 M HCl to 25 mL of 0.2 M KCl solution 

and volume was completed to 100 mL using bidistilled water. 

• Citric acid buffer (pH =3) 

This buffer was prepared by adding 81.1 mL of 0.1 M citric acid to 18.9 mL of 

0.2 M Na2HPO4. 

• Sodium acetate, acetic acid buffer (pH =4) 

This buffer was prepared by adding 41.0 mL of 0.2 M acetic acid to 9.0 mL of 

0.2 M sodium acetate and volume was completed to 100 mL using bidistilled water. 

• Sodium acetate, acetic acid buffer (pH =5) 

This buffer was prepared by adding 14.8 mL of 0.2 M acetic acid to 35.2 mL of 

0.2 M sodium acetate and volume was completed to 100 mL using bidistilled water. 

• Phosphate buffer (pH =7) 

It was prepared by adding 30.5 mL of 0.2 M disodium hydrogen phosphate 

solution (Na2HPO4) to 19.5 mL of 0.2 M monosodium phosphate solution (NaH2PO4) 

and volume was completed to 100 mL using bidistilled water. 
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• Phosphate buffer (pH =8) 

  This buffer was prepared by adding 47.35 mL of 0.2 M disodium hydrogen 

phosphate solution (Na2HPO4) to 2.65 mL of 0.2 M monosodium phosphate solution 

(NaH2PO4) and volume was completed to 100 mL using bidistilled water. 

• Carbonate buffer (pH =9) 

This buffer was prepared by adding 10 mL of 0.1 M sodium carbonate 

(Na2CO3* 10H2O) to 90 mL of 0.1 M sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO3). 

• Sodium bicarbonate, sodium hydroxide medium (pH =10) 

This buffer was prepared by adding 50.0 mL of 0.05 M sodium bicarbonate 

(NaHCO3) to 10.7 mL of 0.1 M sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and volume was completed 

to 100 mL using bidistilled water. 

• Sodium bicarbonate, sodium hydroxide medium (pH =11) 

This buffer was prepared by adding 50.0 mL of 0.05 M sodium bicarbonate 

(NaHCO3) to 22.7 mL of 0.1 M sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and volume was completed 

to 100 mL using bidistilled water
 
 . 

3.2.2. Radioiodination Methods 

Eelectrophilic radioiodination of two medically important compounds namely, 

histamine and L-tyrosine methyl ester has been carried out by three radioiodination 

methods and the radiolabeled products were investigated in terms of percent of 

radiochemical yield 
(30)

.  

3.2.2.1. Radioiodination of histamine 

Histamine has been labeled by direct electrophilic substitution reaction with 
125

I 

using chloramine-T (CAT) method, iodogen  method and enzymatic iodination method . 

3.2.2.1.1. Radioiodination of histamine by chloramine-T (CAT) method 

In a 1 mL volume reaction vial, 30 µL (5 mM) of histamine in water were placed 

then 10 µL Na
125

I, 40 µL(5 mM) chloramine-T (freshly prepared) dissolved in water 

and 100 µL of  acetate buffer pH 5 were added. The reaction vial was left at ambient 

room temperature for 15 min. The reaction was quenched by adding 60µL (10 mM) of 

sodium metabisulphite (MBS) then subjected to chromatographic analysis to determine 

the radiochemical yield  and the radiochemical purity of the final product 
(49)

. 
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3.2.2.1.2. Radioiodination of histamine by iodogen method 

Iodogen is insoluble in water, it was dissolved in chloroform or methylene 

chloride forming a solid thin film on the wall of the reaction vessel in which the reaction 

was performed. 20 µL(1 mM) of iodogen in chloroform was placed in a glass reaction 

vial and allowed to evaporate then 30 µL(5 mM) of histamine, 100 µL of  phosphate 

buffer pH 5 and 10 µL Na
125

I were added. The reaction was allowed to proceed for 15 

min. at room temperature. The contents of the reaction mixture was removed to another 

vial then subjected to chromatographic analysis to determine the radiochemical yield % 

and the radiochemical purity of the final product 
(51)

. 

3.2.2.1.3. Radioiodination of histamine by enzymatic iodination method 

In an iodination vial, 30 µL of 0.04 M freshly prepared lactoperoxidase (LPS) 

with 10 µL H2O2 (30% w/v) and 100 µL of phosphate buffer pH 5 were added to 30µL 

(5 mM) of histamine followed by the addition of  10 µL from Na
125

I. After 15 min. the 

reaction was quenched by adding 60 µL (10 mM) of sodium metabisulphite(MBS) 
(53)

. 

3.2.2.2. Radioiodination of L-tyrosine methyl ester (TME) 

L-Tyrosine methyl ester (TME) has been labeled by direct electrophilic 

substitution reaction with 
125

I using chloramine-T (CAT) method, iodogen  method and 

enzymatic iodination method  . 

3.2.2.2.1. Radioiodination of  TME by chloramine-T (CAT) method  

In a 1 mL volume reaction vial, 5 µL (5 mM) of TME in water were Placed then 

10 µL Na
125

I, 20 µL(5 mM)  chloramine-T (freshly prepared) dissolved in water and 

100 µL of Phosphate buffer pH 7 were added. The reaction vial was left at ambient 

room temperature for 30 min. The reaction was quenched by adding 30µL (10 mM) of 

sodium metabisulphite(MBS). To study the effect of chloramine-T on the radiochemical 

yield, different amounts of chloramine- T (25- 250 µg) were used while the other factors 

were kept constant
 (49)

. 

3.2.2.2.2. Radioiodination of TME by iodogen method  

Iodogen is insoluble in water, it was dissolved in chloroform or methylene 

chloride forming a solid thin film on the wall of the reaction vessel in which the reaction 

was performed. 20 µL(1 mM) of iodogen in chloroform was placed in a glass reaction 

vial and allowed to evaporate then 30 µL(5 mM) of TME, 100 µL of  phosphate buffer 

pH 7 and 10 µL Na
125

I were added. The reaction was allowed to proceed for 30 min. at 
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room temperature. The contents of the reaction mixture was removed to another vial 

then subjected to chromatographic analysis to determine the radiochemical yield % and 

the radiochemical purity of the final product 
(51)

. 

3.2.2.2.3. Radioiodination of TME by enzymatic iodination method  

In an iodination vial, 30 µL of 0.04 M freshly prepared lactoperoxidase (LPS) 

with 10 µL H2O2 (30% w/v) and 100 µL of phosphate buffer pH 7 were added to 30 µL 

(5 mM) of TME followed by the addition of  10 µL from Na
125

I. After 30 min. the 

reaction was quenched by adding 30 µL (10 mM) of sodium metabisulphite (MBS) 
(53)

. 

3.2.3. Factors affecting the percent radiochemical yield of 2-[
125

I]iodo 

histamine and L-3-[
125

I]iodotyrosine methyl ester  

Various factors affecting the radiochemical yield of 2-[
125

I]iodohistamine and L-

3-[
125

I]iodotyrosine methyl ester were studied. These factors include the following: 

substrate concentration, pH of the medium, reaction time, temperature and in vitro 

stability 
(20)

. 

3.2.3.1. Effect of substrate amount 

This factor was studied to obtain the minimum amounts of histamine and L-

tyrosine methyl ester required to obtain a maximum radiochemical yield. Different 

amounts (25-250 µg) of histamine and L-tyrosine methyl ester were used. The minimum 

amount at which the maximum radiochemical yield was obtained considered the 

optimum concentration while the other factors were kept constant 
(93,94)

. 

3.2.3.2. Effect of pH of reaction medium 

 The effect of pH of the reaction mixture on the labeling of histamine and  L-

tyrosine methyl ester was studied by changing the pH values in the range from 1 up to 

11 using buffers to adjust pH at the desired value. The radiochemical yield for each pH 

value of the reaction mixture was measured and the pH value at which the maximum 

radiochemical yield was obtained considered the optimum pH. 

3.2.3.3. Effect of reaction time  

The time of labeling reaction was studied to determine the minimum period 

required to obtain the maximum radiochemical yield. Because insufficient reaction time 

may lead to incomplete labeling while prolonged time may lead to denaturation of some 

labile compounds. The experiment was repeated at different periods as mentioned 

before and the optimum time was determined depending on the radiochemical yield. 
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3.2.3.4. Effect of reaction temperature 

The effect of reaction temperature on the labeling process was studied in the 

range from ambient temperature (25 ˚C) up to 60 ˚C. For each temperature the 

radiochemical yield was calculated to determine the appropriate temperature at which 

the maximum radiochemical yield will be obtained. 

3.2.3.5. In vitro stability of the iodocompounds 

The reaction mixtures were prepared at the conditions which gave the highest 

radiochemical yield for histamine and L-tyrosine methyl ester. Mixtures were left at 

ambient temperature for 24 hours and 1–2 µL samples were taken from each mixture at 

different time intervals ranged from 1 - 24 hours.  
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3.2.4. Determination of the radiochemical yield of 2-[
125

I]iodo 

histamine and L-3-[
125

I]iodotyrosine methyl ester 

The radiochemical yield and purity of the samples were measured by paper 

electrophoresis, thin layer chromatography (TLC), poly acrylamide-acrylic acid resin 

(P(AAm-AA) resin) and high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). 

3.2.4.1. Paper electrophoresis  

On Whatman paper sheet (2 cm width and 47 cm length), 1–2 µl of the reaction 

mixture was placed 12 cm away from the cathode and allowed to evaporate 

spontaneously. Electrophoresis is carried out for 1 hour at a voltage of 300 volt using 

normal saline (0.9% w/v NaCl solution) as an electrolyte source solution. After 

complete development, the paper was removed, dried, and cut into strips, each strip is 1 

cm width, and then the strip was counted in a well type γ-counter. Free radioiodide, 2-

[
125

I]iodohistamine and L-3-[
125

I]iodotyrosine methyl ester (
125

I-TME) moved to 

different distances away from the spotting point towards the anode depending on the 

molecular weight of each one (distance from spotting point = 14, 10 and 9, respectively) 

as shown in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.1. The percentage of radiochemical yield was 

estimated as the ratio of the radioactivity of iodocompound to the total activity 

multiplied by 100 
(20)

. 

 

100     X     activity of labeled product       =  Radiochemical yield %  

                                                               Total activity            

 

Figure 3.1: Paper electrophoresis for 
125

I-iodohistamine, 
125

I-TME and free iodide 
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Table 3.1: Radiochromatographic behavior of different radiochemical species for 

125
I-Iodohistamine and 

125
I-TME  in paper electrophoresis 

System 

 

Source of electrolytes 

 

Radioactive species Distance from 

spotting point  

Paper 

electrophoresis 

Normal saline  

(0.9 % w/v NaCl ) 

Free iodide                    

 
125

I-Iodohistamine     
 

125
I-TME                    

 

 

14 Cm 

 

10 Cm 

 

9 Cm 

 

 

 

3.2.4.2. Ascending thin layer chromatography (TLC) 

The radiochemical yield was determined by using Merck Silica Gel-60 

aluminum backed plates. A sheet of 13 cm long and 5 cm wide which was previously 

impregnated with Na2S2O3 (20 mg/mL) to inhibit the oxidation of radioiodide to a 

volatile form was marked gently with a pencil at a distance of 2 cm from the lower end. 

1–2 µl of the reaction mixture was placed with micropipette in the form of small spot at 

the middle of the pencil line. The spot was dried under infra red lamp. The developing 

solvent was placed at the bottom of an air tight chromatographic jar.  The TLC plate 

was hanged in the jar from the other end and dipped into the solvent. After complete 

development of the front of the solvent to almost 10 cm (45-60 min), the sheet was 

dried and cut into 1cm segments. The obtained segments were counted in a well type γ-

counter. The counted radioactivity in each strip was plotted as a function of the traveled 

distance from the starting line 
(95)

. The Rf (retardation factor) value was calculated 

according to: 

    The distance (cm) from the starting line to the radioactivity peak position 

  Rf   =     

             The distance (cm) from the starting line to the solvent front 

 

 Several developing solvents were tested to choose the most suitable solvent for 

separation of 2-[
125

I]iodohistamine and L-3-[
125

I]iodotyrosine methyl ester. For 

histamine a fresh mixture of chloroform: methanol: ammonium Hydroxide (12:7:1, 

v/v/v) was used as developing solvent
 (96)

. The Rf  of 2-[
125

I]iodohistamine and that of 

unreacted radioiodide was found to be 0.7 and 0.1 respectively. TLC was also used to 
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analyze L-tyrosine methyl ester using n-butanol: acetic acid: water (4: 1: 1, V/V/V) as 

developing solvent 
(97)

. The Rf of L-3-[
125

I]iodotyrosine methyl ester and that of unreacted 

radioiodide are 0.9 and 0 respectively. 

 

Table 3.2: Radiochromatographic behavior of different radiochemical species and 

their Rf values for 
125

I-iodohistamine and 
125

I-TME in thin layer chromatography. 

System 

 

Solvents Radioactive 

species 

Rf 

chloroform: 

methanol: 

ammonium 

Hydroxide 

(12:7:1 v/v/v) 

  

Free iodide              

 
125

I-Iodohistamine  

 

 

 

0.1 

 

0.7 

 

 

Thin layer 

chromatography  

 

 

 

 

n-butanol: acetic 

acid: water (4: 1: 

1 v/v/v) 

Free iodide              

 
125

I- TME                

0 

 

0.9 

 

 

 

 

3.2.4.3. Polyacrylamide-acrylic acid resin 

3.2.4.3.1. Preparation of resin 

Polyacrylamide-acrylic acid resin P(AAm-AA)  was prepared by template 

polymerization technique. N,N′-Methylenebisacrylamide (NMBA) aqueous solution 

(1%) was mixed with poly acrylamide (PAAm) gel (3%). The mixture was stirred 

vigorously at room temperature for about 2 h and then 10% aqueous solution acrylic 

acid (AA) was added. The solution was stirred vigorously till obtaining complete 

homogenity. Finally, the mixture was irradiated at ambient temperature in gamma 

radiation cell (MC-20 Russian) for complete polymerization with a dose of 30 kGy at 

fixed dose rate of 3.5 kGy h
-1

. After irradiation, the composite was washed in acetone 

for removal of unreacted monomers. The polymers obtained were cut into small pieces, 

dried, ground and stored. The percent conversion was determined gravimetrically and 

was found to be about 90% 
(70)

. 
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3.2.4.3.2. Packing of the column with polymer 

The column was packed by filling it approximately 25% full of the solvent. The 

column outlet was opened and approximately 5% of the solvent was allowed to flow out 

to remove air from the space beneath the column bed support and the outlet tubing. 

Then the outlet was closed and the polymer was added to the column from a reservoir. 

All the adsorbent was poured in a single operation. The polymer was allowed to settle 

by gravity with the column outlet closed. After the bed had formed, the outlet was 

opened and the excess liquid on the top of the column was allowed to enter the bed, 

until approximately 1 cm was remained above the bed surface. As a general rule, the 

bed length should be 10–20 times the column diameter 
(71)

. 

3.2.4.3.3. Factors affecting the efficiency of separation of polyacrylamide-acrylic 

acid resin 

 Various factors affecting the efficiency of separation of polyacrylamide-acrylic 

acid resin. These factors include the following: pH of the eluent, variable elution 

volumes and flow rate of eluant 
(70)

. 

3.2.4.3.3.1. Effect of pH 

The effect of pH on the separation yield of 2-[
125

I]iodohistamine and L-3-

[
125

I]iodotyrosine methyl ester were studied to establish the pH that required for obtaining 

maximum separation yield percent with higher separation efficiency. Three buffers were used in 

each run. They were pH 4, pH 7 and pH 10. 

3.2.4.3.3.2. Effect of variable elution volumes 

The effect of the volume of eluant on separation yield of 2-[
125

I]iodohistamine and L-

3-[
125

I]iodotyrosine methyl ester were studied. The experiments were performed to establish 

the volume that required for obtaining maximum separation yield percent with higher separation 

efficiency. 

3.2.4.3.3.3. Effect of flow rate 

The effect of the flow rate of eluant on separation yield of 2-[
125

I]iodohistamine and 

L-3-[
125

I]iodotyrosine methyl ester were studied. The experiments were performed to 

establish the flow rate that required for obtaining maximum separation yield percent with higher 

separation efficiency.  
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3.2.4.4. High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) 

Separation and purification of the labeled compounds were also achieved using 

HPLC technique by choosing the suitable eluting solvent and column at certain flow 

rate. Histamine and its iodinated derivatives were separated on C-18 reversed-phase 

column (250 Χ 4.6 mm, 5µm, Higgins Analytical, Inc.) by Buck-Chrom Analytical 

HPLC equipped with U.V. spectrophotometric detector and radioisotope detector 

(Bioscan, Inc., Washington, DC, USA). The column was eluted at a flow rate of 1 

mL/min using Water: Methanol (50:50) as a mobile phase. L-Tyrosine methyl ester and 

its iodinated derivatives were also separated on RP-18 reversed-phase column (250 Χ 

4.6 mm, 5µm, lischrosorb, Merck) by Shimadzu Analytical HPLC and the column was 

eluted at a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min using a mixture of 0.02M sodium acetate:ethanol 

(90:10) as a mobile phase. 

 

 

Figure 3.2: High performance liquid chromatography  
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3.2.5. Quality control of iodolabeled compounds 
(58)

  

3.2.5.1. Radiochemical purity 

The radiochemical purity was determined as mentioned above ( Section 3.2.4). 

3.2.5.2. Sterility test 

 This test was carried out according to the British Pharmacopoeia (2007) for 

injectable preparation. One mL from each iodolabeled compound is used for sterility 

testing using fluid thioglycolate and Soya bean casein digest media (15 mL). 

a- Fluid thioglycolate medium for aerobic and anaerobic bacteria. 

b- Soya bean casein digest medium for fungi. 

The incubation time is done for 14 days at 30-35
o
C for fluid thioglycate medium 

and at 20-25
o
C for Soya bean casein digest medium. If there is growth, the test is 

repeated once or twice. 

3.2.5.3. Undue toxicity 

The test for undue toxicity was carried out according to the British 

Pharmacopoeia. Each iodolabeled compound was dissolved in one mL sterile pyroge 

free saline solution for injection. The specified test dose (0.2 mL) was injected 

intravenously in the tail vein of five healthy mice. The mice were kept for 48 h under 

observation. 
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3.2.6. Biological evaluation of iodolabeled compounds  

Biodistribution studies of the iodocompounds in normal Swiss albino mice of 

body mass 20-25 gm (n = 5), were carried out at 15, 30, 60 and 120 min post-injection. 

Prior to the study, animals were housed in groups of five and provided with food and 

water. Aliquots of 10 µl containing 3.7 MBq of the 2-[
125

I]iodohistamine and L-3-

[
125

I]iodotyrosine methyl ester were injected into each mice via the tail vein. Each mice 

was weighed then anaesthetized by chloroform. Samples of fresh blood, bone and 

muscle were collected in pre-weighed vials and counted. Blood, bone and muscles were 

assumed to be 7, 10 and 40% of the total body weight, respectively 
(98)

. Whole brain 

was removed and frozen for an hour. Organs and tissues were rinsed with saline, 

collected in plastic containers and weighed. The radioactivity of each sample as well as 

the background was counted in a well-type NaI (Tl) well crystal coupled to SR-7 scaler 

ratemeter. Percent injected dose per gram (% ID/gram ± S.D.) in a population of five 

mice for each time point are reported.  

Determination of the percent of tissue or fluid uptake / gram tissue or fluid:        

 

3.2.7. Determination of the partition coefficient for 

iodocompounds 

The partition coefficient was determined by mixing the iodocompounds with 

equal volumes of 1-octanol and phosphate buffer (0.025 M at pH 7.4) in a centrifuge 

tube. The mixture was vortexed at room temperature for 1 min and then centrifuged at 

5000 rpm for 5 min. Subsequently 100 µL samples from the 1-octanol and aqueous 

layers were pipetted into other test tubes and counted in a well gamma counter. The 

measurement was repeated three times. The partition coefficient value was expressed as 

log P 
(99)

. 

[solute] octanol 
Log P oct/wat = Log ( 

[solute] deionized water 
) 

 

                                                  Activity of tissue or fluid X 100 

 % ID/gram =                                           

                                      Total injected activity X weight of tissue or fluid 
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3.2.8. Statistical analysis  

Statistical analysis of the results was according to the following formulas and 

equations:  

3.2.8.1. Arithmetic mean value 

(X ) = the sum of all observations (ΣX) divided by the number of observations (n): 

    ΣX  

   X =   

n                                                                                              

3.2.8.2. Standard Deviation (S.D)  

It was calculated according to the following formula:  

 

          Σ (X -X)
2
  

   S.D =       

     n – 1 

   

Where              X    is the individual observation 

  X  is the mean of observation. 

    n   is the number of observations. 
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 CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
4.1. Radioiodination of histamine and L-tyrosine methyl ester  

4.1.1. Radioiodination of histamine 

 Histamine has been labeled by direct electrophilic substitution reaction with 
125

I 

(t1/2 = 60 days) using chloramine-T (CAT), iodogen and lactoperoxidase oxidizing 

agents according to the following reaction: 

 

N

HN

NH2
N

HN

NH2

Na 125I / CAT, iodogen or lactoperoxidase

pH 5

125I

 

Radioiodination of histamine 

 

The formation of only one isomer of 2-[
125

I]iodohistamine (
125

I-iodohistamine) 

in which the iodine atom attached to position 2 in the imidazole ring may be attributed 

to the high electron density in this position which is suitable to electrophilic attack of 

iodonium ion 
(100)

. 

A comparative study between radioiodination methods; chloramine-T (CAT) 

method, iodogen method and enzymatic iodination method in order to determine which 

method is the most suitable for the radiodination of histamine has been carried out. 

4.1.1.1. Radioiodination of histamine by chloramine-T (CAT) method  

Radioiodination of histamine was performed by using chloramine-T (CAT) as a 

mild oxidizing agent, transforming iodide (I
-
) to an electropositive form of iodine 

(oxidative state I
+
), which allows a spontaneous electrophilic substitution on the 

heterocyclic ring with a good leaving group H
+
 
(101)

. Figure (4.1) summarizes the effect 

of CAT amount on the radiochemical yield of 
125

I-Iodohistamine. 

At low CAT amounts (10 µg), the radiochemical yield of 
125

I-iodohistamine was 

small and equal to 25.29 ± 0.09 %. A high radiochemical yield of 92.65 ± 0.02 % was 

achieved by increasing the amount of CAT to 150 µg. Increasing the CAT amount 

above 150 µg leads to a decrease in the radiochemical yield due to the formation of 
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undesirable oxidative by-products like chlorination, polymerization and denaturation of 

histamine 
(13)

. The formation of these impurities may be attributed to the high reactivity 

and quantity of CAT 
(102)

. Consequently, the optimum amount of CAT (150 µg) is 

highly recommended in order to avoid the formation of by-products and to obtain a high 

radiochemical yield and purity. 
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Figure 4.1: Variation of the radiochemical yield of 

125
I-iodohistamine as a function 

of different CAT amounts [10 µL Na
125

I, (x µg) of CAT, 150 µg of histamine, pH = 

5, reaction time = 15 min., temperature = 25
o
C] 

 

 

Chloramine-T is commonly used as an oxidizing agent for both proteins and 

small molecules labeling. Due to its strong oxidation potential, this oxidant is prone to 

produce side reactions in addition to chlorinated side products which decreases the 

radiochemical yield and are difficult to separate them from the desired iodinated 

compounds 
(30)

. To prevent the formation of both side reaction products and chlorinated 

products, labeling of histamine with radioiodine using iodogen and lactoperoxidase in 

comparison with chloramine-T was studied. 
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4.1.1.2. Radioiodination of histamine by iodogen method  

The results of the effect of iodogen amount on the radiochemical yield are 

presented in Figure (4.2). It clearly shows that the optimum amount of iodogen required 

to produce the highest radiochemical yield of 
125

I-iodohistamine was 150 µg. Increasing 

the iodogen amount above 150 µg leads to a decrease in the radiochemical yield. 
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Figure 4.2: Variation of the radiochemical yield of 

125
I-iodohistamine as a function 

of different iodogen amounts [10 µL Na
125

I, (x µg) of iodogen, 150 µg of histamine, 

pH = 5, reaction time = 15 min., temperature = 25
o
C] 

 

 

4.1.1.3. Radioiodination of histamine by enzymatic iodination method 

Radioiodination of histamine using lactoperoxidase has been also carried out. 

The results in Figure (4.3) indicate that radioiodination by lactoperoxidase give lower 

radiochemical yield than that of  chloramine-T and iodogen due to its lower oxidation 

power. Also it is clear from the data that the radiochemical yield increases and reaches 

to a maximum value at 100 µg lactoperoxidase amount. Increasing the lactoperoxidase 

amount above 100 µg leads to a decrease in the radiochemical yield 
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Figure 4.3: Variation of the radiochemical yield of 

125
I-iodohistamine as a function 

of different lactoperoxidase amounts [10 µL Na
125

I, (x µg) of lactoperoxidase, 150 

µg of histamine, pH = 5, reaction time = 15 min., temperature = 25
o
C] 

 

 

4.1.2. Factors affecting the radiochemical yield of 2-[
125

I]iodohistamine 

 The factors affecting the radiochemical yield such as substrate amount, the pH 

of the medium, reaction time, temperature and stability of 
125

I-iodohistamine have been 

studied to obtain the optimal radiochemical yield of the labeled compound. Since the 

chloramine-T (CAT) method gives higher radiochemical yield and the problems of 

formation of chlorinated side products can be monitored by carrying out the reaction at 

150 µg CAT amount, all the factors will be studied by using CAT as an oxidizing agent.  

4.1.2.1. Effect of substrate amount 

The dependence of the radiochemical yield on the amount of histamine by using 

CAT as an oxidizing agent  is demonstrated in Figure (4.4).  

The reaction was performed at different histamine amounts (25-250 µg) at 

constant CAT amount. The radiochemical yield of 
125

I-iodohistamine was small at low 

substrate amount, where at 25 µg histamine, the radiochemical yield was found as 22.43 

± 0.14 %. By increasing the histamine amount, the radiochemical yield was increased to 

70.91 ± 0.01 % as obtained at 150 µg histamine. At histamine amounts higher than 150 

µg, the radiochemical yield was found to keep constant and this behavior may be 
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attributed to the fact that 150 µg of histamine are sufficient to capture the entire 

generated iodonium ion. 
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Figure 4.4: Variation of the radiochemical yield of 

125
I-iodohistamine as a function 

of  histamine amounts [10 µL Na
125

I, (x µg) histamine, 150 µg of CAT, pH = 5, 

reaction time = 15 min., temperature = 25
o
C] 

 

4.1.2.2. Effect of pH 

The redox potential of chloramine-T is pH dependent and decreases with an 

increase in the pH of the medium 
(103)

, i.e. the nature of active oxidizing species of CAT 

depends on the pH of the medium and the reaction condition. When dissolving 

chloramine-T in water, it decomposes to ArSO2NCl, which undergoes hydrolysis in 

acidic medium to give HOCl. The hypohalous acid undergoes further hydrolysis to give 

H2OCl
+
. The possible oxidizing species in acidified CAT solutions are HOCl and 

H2OCl
+
 and in alkaline solutions of CAT they are HOCl and ClO

-
. The HOCl or 

H2OCl
+
  generated oxidized the iodine under acidic conditions to the oxidative state I

+
 

(iodonium) and thus rapidly reacts with any sites within histamine that can undergo 

electrophilic substitution reactions 
(103-105)

.  

The influence of pH of the reaction mixture on the radiochemical yield of 
125

I-

iodohistamine by using CAT as oxidizing agent is shown in Figure (4.5). The effect of 
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pH of the reaction mixture on the radiochemical yield of histamine was studied by 

changing the pH values in the range 1.0-11.0 by using different buffers.  

The radiochemical yield of 
125

I-iodohistamine was found to increase by 

increasing the pH value and the maximum yield was identified at pH 5. This may be due 

to the great stability of substrate structure and the good protonation of the aromatic ring 

at this pH value giving H
+
, which was easily substituted by the active iodonium ion I

+
.  

Increasing the pH of the medium above pH 5.0 led to decrease in the 

radiochemical yield as shown in pH 11.0, where the radiochemical yield of 
125

I-

iodohistamine was found as 71.2 ± 0.01%. The decrease in radiochemical yield at 

alkaline pH may be due to the formation of hypoiodite ion (IO
-
) and iodate (IO3

-
) 

(106)
, 

which are not the suitable forms for radioiodination of histamine .  
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Figure 4.5: Variation of the radiochemical yield of 

125
I-iodohistamine as a function 

of pH [10 µL Na
125

I, 150 µg of CAT, 150 µg of histamine, at different pH, reaction 

time = 15 min., temperature = 25
o
C] 

 

4.1.2.3. Effect of reaction time 

The influence of the reaction time on the radiochemical yield of 
125

I-

iodohistamine is shown in Figure (4.6). Generally, the yield was found to increases 

slightly with increasing the reaction time from 5 min and reached its maximum value at 

15 min.. A steady state in the yield was then obtained with insignificant increase due to 

exposing the substrate to highly reactive CAT for long reaction time which can result of 

oxidative side reactions. Some polymerized and aggregated radioactive products are 
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possibly formed at long reaction time. Whereas, at shorter reaction time (5 min), the 

time required for reaction between chloramine-T and iodide to produce the iodonium 

ion is minimal. Thereafter, the radiochemical yield is continuously low below 15 min. 

(optimum reaction time).  
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Figure 4.6: Variation of the radiochemical yield of 

125
I-iodohistamine as a function of 

reaction time [10 µL Na
125

I, 150 µg of CAT, 150 µg of histamine, pH = 5, different 

intervals of time, temperature = 25
o
C] 

 

4.1.2.4. Effect of reaction temperature 

 
The reaction temperature in most electrophilic substitution reactions plays an 

important role, as it is very important in the build up of a new covalent bond between 

the iodonium ion and the carbon atom in the molecule. The influence of the reaction 

temperature on the radiochemical yield of 
125

I-iodohistamine is shown in Figure (4.7). 

The reaction was carried out at room temperature (25 ºC), 40, 60, 80 and 100 ˚C. The 

results of this study clearly show that the yield is decreased with increasing the reaction 

temperature. The decrease in radiochemical yield by increasing the reaction temperature 

may be due to the thermal decomposition of the 
125

I-iodohistamine . 
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Figure 4.7:  Variation of the radiochemical yield of 

125
I-iodohistamine as a function 

of temperature [10 µL Na
125

I, 150 µg of CAT, 150 µg of histamine, pH = 5, reaction 

time = 15 min., different temperatures] 

 

4.1.2.5.  In vitro stability study 

     In vitro stability of 
125

I-iodohistamine was studied in order to determine the 

suitable time for injection to avoid the formation of the undesired products that result 

from the radiolysis of the labeled compound. These undesired radioactive products 

might be accumulated in non-target organs. The stability of 
125

I-iodohistamine is shown 

in Figure (4.8). The results of stability showed that 
125

I-iodohistamine is stable up to 24 

hours.  
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Figure 4.8: In vitro stability of 

125
I-iodohistamine  
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4.1.2.6.  Optimum conditions suggested for the preparation of 
125

I-iodohistamine 

 The studies mentioned before reveal that the best reaction conditions for 

obtaining higher radiochemical yield of 
125

I-iodohistamine are 150 µg of histamine and 

150 µg of CAT react with each other in acetate buffer pH = 5 for 15 minutes reaction 

time at ambient room temperature. 

        Table 4.1:Optimum conditions for the preparation of 
125

I-iodohistamine   

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

4.1.3. Radioiodination of  L-tyrosine methyl ester 

  L-Tyrosine methyl ester (TME) has been labeled by direct electrophilic 

substitution reaction with 
125

I (t1/2 = 60 days) using chloramine-T (CAT), iodogen and 

lactoperoxidase oxidizing agents according to the following reaction: 

NH2

OMe

O

HO

Na 125I / CAT, iodogen or lactoperoxidase

pH 7 NH2

OMe

O

HO

125
I  

   Radioiodination of 
125

I-TME 

 

A high percentage of the radioiodine will be present in the highly activated  

phenolic tyrosine residue at the ortho-position due to the electron donation of the 

neighbouring hydroxyl group 
(97)

. A comparative study between radioiodination 

methods; chloramine-T (CAT) method, iodogen method and enzymatic iodination 

method in order to determine which method is the most suitable for the radioiodination 

of  L-tyrosine methyl ester has been carried out. 

Reaction parameters Optimum conditions 

Histamine amount 150 µg 

CAT amount 150 µg 

pH 5 

Reaction time 15 minutes 

Reaction temperature Room temperature 

In vitro stability 24 hours 
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4.1.3.1. Radioiodination of  TME by chloramine-T (CAT) method  

Radioiodination of TME has been performed by using chloramine-T (CAT) as a 

mild oxidizing agent, transforming iodide (I
-
) to an electropositive form of iodine 

(oxidative state I
+
). The effect of CAT amount on the radiochemical yield of 

125
I-TME 

is demonstrated in Figure (4.9). At low CAT amounts (25 µg), the radiochemical yield 

of 
125

I- TME was small and equal to 54.2 ± 0.1%. A high radiochemical yield of 97.1 ± 

0.01 % was achieved by increasing the amount of CAT to 150 µg. Increasing the CAT 

amount above 150 µg leads to a decrease in the radiochemical yield due to the 

formation of undesirable oxidative by-products. Consequently, the optimum amount of 

CAT (150 µg) is highly recommended in order to avoid the formation of by-products 

and to obtain high radiochemical yield and purity. 
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Figure 4.9: Variation of the radiochemical yield of 
125

I- TME as a function of different 

CAT amounts [10 µL Na
125

I, (x µg) of CAT, 25 µg of TME, pH = 7, reaction time = 30 

min., temperature = 25
o
C] 

 

4.1.3.2. Radioiodination of TME by iodogen method  

The results of the effect of iodogen amount on the radiochemical yield are 

presented in Figure (4.10). The same result obtined in the CAT method also obtained in 

the iodogen method, where the radiochemical yield is very low at small iodogen 

amounts and by increasing the iodogen amount, the radiochemical yield was increased 

to 67.1 ± 0.2 % as obtained at 100 µg iodogen. Increasing the iodogen amount above 

100 µg leads to a decrease in the radiochemical yield. So that the optimum amount of 

iodogen required to produce high radiochemical yield of 
125

I- TME is 100 µg.  
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Figure 4.10: Variation of the radiochemical yield of 
125

I- TME as a function of different 

iodogen amounts [10 µL Na
125

I, (x µg) of iodogen, 25 µg of TME, pH = 7, reaction time = 

30 min., temperature = 25
o
C] 

 

4.1.3.3. Radioiodination of TME by enzymatic iodination method 

Radioiodination of TME using lactoperoxidase has been also carried out. The 

results in Figure (4.11) indicate that radioiodination by lactoperoxidase give lower 

radiochemical yield than that of  chloramine-T and iodogen due to its lower oxidation 

power. Also it is clear from the data that the radiochemical yield increases and reaches 

to a maximum value at 75 µg lactoperoxidase amount. Increasing the lactoperoxidase 

amount above 100 µg leads to a slight decrease in the radiochemical yield 
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Figure 4.11: Variation of the radiochemical yield of 
125

I- TME as a function of different 

lactoperoxidase amounts [10 µL Na
125

I, (x µg) of lactoperoxidase, 25 µg of TME, pH = 7, 

reaction time = 30 min., temperature = 25
o
C] 
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4.1.4. Factors affecting the radiochemical yield of L-3-[
125

I]iodotyrosine 

methyl ester 

The factors affecting the radiochemical yield such as substrate amount, pH of 

the medium, reaction time, temperature and stability of L-3-[
125

I]iodotyrosine methyl 

ester (
125

I-TME) have been studied to obtain the optimal radiochemical yield of the 

labeled compound. Since the chloramine-T (CAT) method gives higher radiochemical 

yield and the problems of formation chlorinated side products can be monitored by 

carrying out the reaction at 150 µg CAT amount, all the factors will be studied by using 

CAT as an oxidizing agent.  

 4.1.4.1. Effect of substrate amount 

The dependence of radiochemical yield on the amount of TME is demonstrated 

in Figure (4.12). The reaction was performed at different TME amounts (10-200 µg). 

The radiochemical yield was found to increase with increasing the substrate amount, 

where at 10 µg TME, the radiochemical yield was found as 77.3 ± 0.09 %. By 

increasing the TME amount, the radiochemical yield was increased to 90.4 ± 0.04 % as 

obtained at 25 µg. At TME amounts higher than 25 µg, the radiochemical yield was 

found to keep constant and this behavior may be attributed to the fact that 25 µg of 

TME are sufficient to capture the entire generated iodonium ion. 
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Figure 4.12: Variation of the radiochemical yield of 
125

I- TME as a function of different 

TME amounts [10 µL Na
125

I, (x µg) TME, 150 µg of CAT, pH = 7, reaction time = 30 min., 

temperature = 25
o
C] 
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4.1.4.2. Effect of pH 

The influence of pH on the radiochemical yield of 
125

I- TME is shown in Figure 

(4.13). The effect of pH of the reaction mixture on the radiochemical yield of TME was 

studied by changing the pH values in the range 1.0-11.0 by using different buffers. 

The radiochemical yield of 
125

I- TME was found to increase by increasing the 

pH value and the maximum yield was identified at pH 7.0. This may be due to the great 

stability of substrate structure and the good protonation of the aromatic ring at this pH 

value giving H
+
, which was easily substituted by the active iodonium ion I

+
. Increasing 

the pH of the medium above pH 7.0 led to decrease in the radiochemical yield as shown 

in pH 11.0 where the radiochemical yield of 
125

I- TME was found as 61.5 ± 0.01%. The 

decrease in radiochemical yield at alkaline pH may be due to the formation of 

hypoiodite ion (IO
-
) and iodate (IO3

-
), which are not the suitable forms for 

radioiodination of TME.  
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Figure 4.13: Variation of the radiochemical yield of 
125

I- TME as a function of pH [10 µL 

Na
125

I, 150 µg of CAT, 25 µg of TME, at different pH, reaction time = 30 min., temperature = 

25
o
C] 
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4.1.4.3. Effect of reaction time 

The influence of the reaction time on the radiochemical yield of 
125

I- TME is 

shown in Figure (4.14). It is clear from the data that the yield is slightly increased with 

increasing the reaction time and reach its maximum value at 30 min. A steady state in 

the yield was then obtained with insignificant decrease due to exposing the substrate to 

highly reactive CAT for long reaction time which can result of oxidative side reactions. 

Whereas, at shorter reaction time (5 min), the time required for the reaction between 

chloramine-T and iodide to produce the iodonium ion is minimal. Thereafter, the 

radiochemical yield is continuously low below 30 min. (optimum reaction time).   
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Figure 4.14: Variation of the radiochemical yield of 
125

I- TME as a function of reaction time 

[10 µL Na
125

I, 150 µg of CAT, 25 µg of TME, pH =7, different intervals of time, temperature 

= 25
o
C] 

 

4.1.4.4. Effect of reaction temperature 

 

The influence of the reaction temperature on the radiochemical yield of 
125

I- 

TME is shown in Figure (4.15). The reaction was carried out at 27 ºC, 40, 60, 80 and 

100 ˚C. The results of this study clearly show that the yield is decreased with increasing 

the reaction temperature. The decrease in radiochemical yield by increasing the reaction 

temperature may be due to the thermal decomposition of the 
125

I- TME. 
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Figure 4.15:  Variation of the radiochemical yield of 
125

I- TME as a function of 

temperature [10 µL Na
125

I, 150 µg of CAT, 25 µg of TME, pH = 7, reaction time = 15 

min., different temperatures] 

 

4.1.4.5. In vitro stability study of 
125

I- TME 

     In vitro stability of 
125

I- TME was studied in order to determine the suitable 

time for injection to avoid the formation of the undesired products that result from the 

radiolysis of the labeled compound. The results of stability showed that 
125

I- TME is 

stable up to 24 hours as shown in Figure (4.16).  
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Figure 4.16: In vitro stability of 
125

I-TME 
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4.1.4.6. Optimum conditions suggested for the preparation of 
125

I-TME 

The studies mentioned before reveal that the best reaction conditions for 

obtaining a higher radiochemical yield of 
125

I-TME are 25 µg of TME and 150 µg of 

CAT react with each other in phosphate buffer pH = 7 for 30 minutes reaction time at 

ambient room temperature. 

Table 4.2: Optimum conditions for the preparation of 
125

I-TME 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2. Purification of 
125

I-iodohistamine and 
125

I- TME 

In the above study the radiochemical yield of 
125

I-iodohistamine and 
125

I-TME 

was determined using paper electrophoresis. The conditions that give a high 

radiochemical yield were summarized in one reaction to obtain the optimum 

radiochemical yield and then subjected for purification by both poly (acrylamide-acrylic 

acid) resin and HPLC. 

4.2.1. Purification of 
125

I-iodohistamine 

4.2.1.1. Resin purification of 
125

I-iodohistamine  

The factors affecting the efficiency of separation by the resin such as pH of the 

eluent, variable elution volumes and flow rate of  the eluant have been studied for 

obtaining maximum percentage of separation yield with higher separation efficiency. 

4.2.1.1.1. Effect of pH 

The effect of pH on the separation yield of 
125

I-iodohistamine is shown in Table 

(4.1). Three buffers were used in each run. These are 0.05 M acetate buffer (pH 4.0), 

0.05 M phosphate buffer (pH 7) and 0.05 M carbonate buffer (pH 10). The results 

indicate that at pH value equal to 7, the efficiency of purification was high and 

Factors affecting the 

radiochemical yield 

Value that give high 

radiochemical yield 

TME amount 25 µg 

CAT amount 150 µg 

pH 7 

Reaction time 30 minutes 

Reaction temperature Room temperature 

In vitro stability 24 hours 
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radiochemical yield percent is high. On the other hand, at a lower pH value (< 5.0) or 

higher pH value (> 8.0), poor purification efficiency was obtained.  

The interactions between histamine and resin may be in the form of hydrogen 

bonding. This type of bonding is expected to occur between functional groups located in 

the histamine with the amide and carboxyl groups of the resin molecule. At low pH 

values, amide and carboxyl groups of the polymeric resin were mostly present in the 

protonated form leading to the formation of intermolecular crosslinking between 

polymeric chains 
(107, 108)

. This behavior will inhibit their complexation with histamine. 

The ionization degree of functional groups in polymer chain decreased at higher pH 

values leading to a decrease in the probability of interaction between the resin and 

histamine. Possible hydrogen bonding between histamine and resin is shown in Figure 

(4.17).   

C O

OH

CO

H-NH

N

HN

NH2

 

Figure 4.17:  Possible interaction of histamine and resin 

 

Table 4.3: Effect of pH on the radiochemical yield percents of histamine 

  

Buffer solution pH (4) pH (7) pH (10) 

Separation yield of 
125

I-iodohistamine 

37 ±1.5 % 94 ± 1.4 % 47 ± 1.8 % 

 

4.2.1.1.2. Effect of variable elution volumes  

The effect of the eluant volume on the separation yield is illustrated in Table 

(4.2). The experiments were performed to establish the volume that required for 

obtaining a maximum percentage of separation yield with higher separation efficiency. 

The results indicate that 40 mL of the elution buffer were enough to separate the 

mixture completely. 

Table 4.4: Effect of the elution volumes on the separation yield of histamine 

  

Elution volume 20 30 40 50 

Separation yield of 
125

I-iodohistamine 

55 ± 0.5% 77 ± 1.6% 94 ± 1.8 % 90 ± 1.6% 
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4.2.1.1.3. Effect of flow rate  

The effect of flow rate of eluant on separation yield is illustrated in Table (4.3). 

The results indicate that the lower flow rate 0.5 mL/min was needed for 
125

I-

iodohistamine purification. However, increasing the flow rate more than 0.5 mL/min 

was found to decrease the separation yield of 
125

I-iodohistamine. 

Table 4.5: Effect of the flow rate on the separation yield of histamine  

 

Flow rate 0.5 mL/min 1 mL/min 2 mL/min 

Separation yield of 
125

I-

iodohistamine 

84 ± 1.5 % 59 ±0.5 % 47 ± 0.4 % 

 

4.2.1.1.4. Optimum resin purification of 
125

I-iodohistamine  

Figure (4.18) shows the optimum conditions leading to a maximum separation 

yield by using the studied resin.  
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Figure 4.18: Radiochromatogram of 

125
I-iodohistamine after separation using the 

resin 
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4.2.1.2. HPLC purification of 
125

I-iodohistamine  

  Some developing solvents were tested to select the most suitable solvent for 

purification of 
125

I-iodohistamine. When a mixture of  water: methanol (1:1) was eluted 

as a mobile phase at a flow rate of 1 mL/min. on C-18 reversed-phase column, good 

separation has been obtained, where the iodohistamine is separated from the other 

reaction components as shown in the UV-HPLC chromatogram in Figure (4.23).  

Figures (4.19-4.22) show the UV-HPLC chromatograms of histamine, KI, CAT 

and MBS. The figures clearly show that histamine, KI, CAT and MBS absorb nearly at 

the same wavelength. Figure (4.24) shows the radiochromatogram of 
125

I-iodohistamine. 

The peaks at Rt (Retention time) of 4.5 and 9.2 min are related to unreacted Na
125

I and 

125
I-iodohistamine, respectively. It is evident from the detected chromatographic peaks 

that 
125

I-iodohistamine was separated from the reaction mixture with a high degree of 

resolution. 

 

 

Figure 4.19: HPLC chromatogram of histamine after Separation on HPLC reversed phase 

column (C-18), eluted with a mixture of Water: Methanol (1:1) at a flow rate of 1 

mL/min. using a UV detector (254 nm). 
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Figure 4.20: HPLC chromatogram of KI after Separation on HPLC reversed phase column 

(C-18), eluted with a mixture of Water: Methanol (1:1) at a flow rate of 1 mL/min. 

using a UV detector (254 nm). 

 
 

Figure 4.21: HPLC chromatogram of CAT after Separation on HPLC reversed phase 

column (C-18), eluted with a mixture of Water: Methanol (1:1) at a flow rate of 1 

mL/min. using a UV detector (254 nm). 
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Figure 4.22: HPLC chromatogram of MBS after Separation on HPLC reversed phase 

column (C-18), eluted with a mixture of Water: Methanol (1:1) at a flow rate of 1 

mL/min. using a UV detector (254 nm). 
 

 

 

 
Figure 4.23: HPLC chromatogram of the reaction mixture between histamine, KI, MBS and 

CAT after Separation on HPLC reversed phase column (C-18), eluted with a mixture of 

Water: Methanol (1:1) at a flow rate of 1 mL/min. using a UV detector (254 nm). 
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Figure 4.24: Radiochromatogram of a reaction mixture of histamine, Na

125
I, MBS and CAT. 

 

4.2.2. Purification of 
125

I- TME 

4.2.2.1. Resin purification of 
125

I- TME 

The factors affecting the efficiency of separation by the resin such as the pH of 

the eluent, variable elution volumes and flow rate of  the eluant have been studied for 

obtaining a maximum percentage of separation yield with higher separation efficiency. 

4.2.2.1.1.  Effect of pH 

The effect of pH on the separation yield of 
125

I- TME is shown in Table (4.6). 

The listed results indicate that at pH value equal to 7, the efficiency of purification was 

high and radiochemical yield percent is high. On the other hand, at a lower pH value (< 

5.0) or higher pH value (> 8.0), poor purification efficiency was obtained.  

The interactions between the biological molecules and resin may be in the form 

of hydrogen bonding. At low pH values, amide and carboxyl groups of the polymeric 

resin were mostly present in the protonated form leading to the formation of 

intermolecular crosslinking between polymeric chains. This behavior will inhibit their 

complexation with biological molecules. The ionization degree of functional groups in 

polymer chain decreased at higher pH values leading to a decrease in the probability of 

interaction between the resin and biological molecules. Possible hydrogen bonding 

between biological molecule and resin is shown in Figure (4.25). 
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Figure 4.25:  Possible interaction of TME and resin 

 

Table 4.6: Effect of pH on the radiochemical yield percents of TME 

 

Buffer solution pH (4) pH (7) pH (10) 

Separation yield of 
125

I-

TME 

41.3 ±0.50 % 80.8 ± 0.70 % 38.4 ± 0.05 % 

 

4.2.2.1.2. Effect of variable elution volumes  

The effect of the eluant volume on the separation yield is illustrated in Table 

(4.7). The experiments were performed to establish the volume that required for 

obtaining maximum percentage of separation yield with higher separation efficiency. 

The results indicate that 30 mL of the elution buffer were enough to separate the 

mixture completely. 

Table 4.7: Effect of the elution volumes on the separation yield of TME 

 

Elution volume 20 30 40 50 

Separation yield of 
125

I-TME 

35.4 ± 1.4% 91.2± 1.1% 88.5 ± 0.9 % 70.0 ± 0.1% 

 

4.2.2.1.3. Effect of flow rate  

The effect of flow rate of eluant on separation yield is illustrated in Table (4.8). 

The results indicate that the lower flow rate 1 mL/min was needed for 
125

I-TME 

purification. Increasing the flow rate more than 1 mL/min was found to decrease the 

separation yield of 
125

I-TME, respectively. 

Table 4.8: Effect of the flow rate on the separation yield of TME 

 

Flow rate 0.5 mL/min 1 mL/min 2 mL/min 

Separation yield of 
125

I-

TME 

53 ± 0.02 % 77 ±0.1 % 35 ± 0.2 % 
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4.2.2.1.4. Optimum resin purification of 
 125

I- TME 

Figure (4.26) shows the optimum conditions leading to a maximum separation 

yield by using the studied resin. 
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Figure 4.26: Radiochromatogram of 

125
I-TME after separation using the resin 

 

4.2.2.2.  HPLC purification of 
125

I-TME 

Separation and purification of 
125

I-TME was also achieved by means of HPLC 

on reversed-phase RP-18 column eluted with a mixture of 0.02 M sodium 

acetate:ethanol (9:1) at a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min. Figures (4.27-4.30) show the UV-

HPLC chromatograms of TME, KI, CAT and the cold iodination reaction mixture of 

TME. The peaks at Rt   of 6.4, 4.2 and 11.5 are related to TME, iodide and CAT, 

respectively. 

Figure (4.32) shows the radiochromatogram of 
125

I-TME. The peaks at Rt of 6 

and 32 min. are of unreacted Na
125

I and 
125

I- TME, respectively. It is evident from the 

detected chromatographic peaks that TME was separated from the reaction mixture with 

a high degree of resolution. 
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Figure 4.27: HPLC chromatogram of TME after Separation on HPLC reversed phase 

column (RP-18), eluted with a mixture of 0.02M sodium acetate:ethanol (9:1) at a 

flow rate of 0.5 mL/min. using a UV detector (250 nm). 
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Figure 4.28: HPLC chromatogram of KI after Separation on HPLC reversed phase column 

(RP-18), eluted with a mixture of 0.02M sodium acetate:ethanol (9:1) at a flow rate 

of 0.5 mL/min. using a UV detector (250 nm). 
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Figure 4.29: HPLC chromatogram of CAT after Separation on HPLC reversed phase 

column (RP-18), eluted with a mixture of 0.02M sodium acetate:ethanol (9:1) at a 

flow rate of 0.5 mL/min. using a UV detector (250 nm). 
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Figure 4.30: HPLC chromatogram of MBS after Separation on HPLC reversed phase 

column (RP-18), eluted with a mixture of 0.02M sodium acetate:ethanol (9:1) at a 

flow rate of 0.5 mL/min. using a UV detector (250 nm). 
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 Figure 4.31: HPLC chromatogram of the reaction mixture between TME, KI, MBS 

and CAT after Separation on HPLC reversed phase column (RP-18), eluted with a mixture 

of 0.02M sodium acetate:ethanol (9:1) at a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min. using a UV 

detector (250 nm). 
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Figure 4.32: Radiochromatogram of a reaction mixture of TME, Na

125
I, MBS and CAT. 
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4.3. Quality control of 
125

I-iodohistamine and 
125

I-TME 

 Medical scientists have increasingly emphasized the importance of quality 

control for radiopharmaceuticals. Nuclear medical institutions use a great variety of 

radioactivity labeled pharmaceuticals. The spectrum used ranges from commercial 

radiopharmaceuticals over generator nuclides and labeled compounds, which are called 

Instant kits, to radiopharmaceuticals synthesized at the clinic. As far as commercial 

radiopharmaceuticals are concerned, the enclosed quality certificate of the 

manufacturer, which must be in line with regulations laid down in the pharmacopoeia, 

should suffice. Since these radioiodinated compounds are used for diagnosis and 

therapeutic treatment of human diseases, quality control tests such as determination of 

chemical purity, radionuclidic purity, radiochemical purity, sterility, pyrogenicity are 

performed to ensure the purity, the safety and efficiancy of these products for the 

intended nuclear medicine application. 

4.3.1. Radiochemical purity 

Radiochemical purity is defined in the USP 2009 as the fraction of the stated 

radionuclide present in the stated chemical form 
(61)

. The presence of radiochemical 

impurities in other organs disturb measurements of the organ to be examined through an 

increased background radiation. In addition, this results in an increase in the radiation 

dose of patients. This quality parameter supplies us with important information before 

applying the radiopharmaceutical. Different chromatographic techniques such as paper 

electrophoresis, TLC, poly (acrylamide-acrylic acid) resin and HPLC were used to 

determine the radiochemical purity of all prepared labeled compounds.  

4.3.1.1. Radiochemical purity of 
125

I-iodohistamine 

Histamine could successfully be labeled with 
125

I in radiochemical purity > 

92.75 ± 0.02 % using all reaction conditions described above (section 4.1). 

4.3.1.2. Radiochemical purity of 
125

I-TME 

L-Tyrosine methyl ester could successfully be labeled with 
25

I in radiochemical 

purity > 91.38 ± 0.1 % using all reaction conditions described above (section 4.1). 

4.3.2. Sterility test 

Sterility test is performed in order to prove that the radiopharmaceuticals are free 

of viable micro-organisms.  
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4.3.2.1. Sterility test of 
125

I-iodohistamine 

The results indicate that 
125

I-iodohistamine is sterile and no turbidity was 

observed through 7-14 days incubation at 35-37
o
C. 

Table 4.9: Sterility testing of 
125

I-iodohistamine 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3.2.2. Sterility test of 
125

I-TME 

The results indicate that 
125

I-TME is sterile and no turbidity was observed 

through 7-14 days incubation at 35-37
o
C. 

Table 4.10: Sterility testing of 
125

I-TME 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3.3. Undue toxicity 

Any substance, which is intended for administration to human or animals for 

medical purposes, is required to meet certain criteria with regard to safety in use. 

Toxicity tests can be classified into two basic groups:  

1. Acute toxicity studies to establish safe dose levels for single dose 

administration. 

2. Chronic toxicity to evaluate the effects of prolonged use. 

Tube no. Type of sample Results Conclusion 

1 
125

I-Iodohistamine Clear solution Sterile 

2 Bidist. H2O Turbid Not sterile 

3 Tap H2O Turbid Not sterile 

4 Sterile bidist. H2O Clear solution Sterile 

Tube no. Type of sample Results Conclusion 

1 
125

I-TME Clear solution Sterile 

2 Bidist. H2O Turbid Not sterile 

3 Tap H2O Turbid Not sterile 

4 Sterile bidist. H2O Clear solution Sterile 
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4.3.3.1. Undue toxicity of 
125

I-iodohistamine 

It was found that there is no death or abnormal reactions resulting from injection 

of the 
125

I-iodohistamine in mice which indicate that it does not contain any toxic 

products. 

4.3.3.2. Undue toxicity of 
125

I-TME 

It was found that there is no death or abnormal reactions resulting from injection 

of the 
125

I-TME in mice which indicate that it does not contain any toxic products. 

4.4. Partition coefficient of 
125

I-iodohistamine and 
125

I-TME 

The partition coefficient values of 
125

I-iodohistamine and 
125

I-TME were 1.76± 

0.01 and 1.85± 0.03, respectively, showing that the two iodocompounds are lipophilic 

and can cross the blood-brain barrier since their partition coefficient values are within 

the range (1.0-2.5). 

4.5. Biodistribution of 
125

I-iodohistamine and 
125

I-TME 

4.5.1. Biodistribution of 
125

I-iodohistamine  

      The biodistribution pattern of 
125

I-iodohistamine is shown in Table (4.11). The 

iodocompound was injected into normal mice via intravenous route and was distributed 

all over the body organs and fluids. All radioactivity levels are expressed as the average 

percentage of injected dose per gram (% ID/g ± S.D). The high uptake of radioactivity 

in kidney indicates that excretion of 
125

I-iodohistamine occurs mainly through the renal 

system. The biodistribution data of 
125

I-iodohistamine showed substantial uptake of 7.60 

± 0.01 in the brain at 30 minute post-injection and a good retention of 0.70 ± 0.04 % at 

120 minute post-injection. The low radioactivity located in the thyroid gland indicates 

that the iodocompound is stable against in vivo deiodination. The maximum brain 

uptake of 
125

I-iodohistamine (7.60 ± 0.01) is higher than that of currently used 

radiopharmaceuticals for brain imaging, 
99m

Tc-ECD  and 
99m

Tc-HMPAO  which have 

maximum brain uptake of 4.7 and 2.25%, respectively 
(109,110)

. This indicates that 

radioiodinated histamine is better agent for brain SPECT. The high uptake of 
125

I-

Iodohistamine in stomach enforces us to do more research about the possibility of using 

it as agent for stomach imaging and treatment comparing it with currently used agents 

for that purpose. 
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Table 4.11:  Biodistribution of 
125

I-iodohistamine in normal mice at different time 

intervals post-injection 

 

% injected dose/gram at different time intervals (min) Organs and 

body fluids 
15 Min 30 Min 60 Min 120 Min 

Blood 5.64 ± 0.1 17.05 ± 0.09 14.45 ± 0.00 1.72 ± 0.01 

Kidneys 32.91± 0.08 9.56± 0.01 7.46± 0.04 7.04 ± 0.03 

Liver 6.09 ± 0.19 9.87 ± 0.12 7.84 ± 0.21 6.68 ± 0.08 

Spleen 3.57 ±  0.02 6.09 ±  0.06 4.91 ± 0.04 2.26 ± 0.05 

Intestine 11.40 ±  0.11 11.37 ± 0.36 9.97 ± 0.21 9.90 ± 1.12 

Stomach 28.94 ± 0.22 40.62 ± 0.25 85.59 ± 0.21 32.81 ± 0.04 

Lungs 4.95 ± 0.07 7.07 ±  0.06 4.81 ± 0.05 4.72 ± 0.00 

Heart 4.75 ± 0.01 3.43 ± 0.09 1.55 ± 0.03 1.11± 0.01 

Thyroid 0.11± 0.04 1.67 ± 0.05 1.27± 0.03 0.77 ± 0.01 

Muscle 1.66 ± 0.06  3.61 ± 0.09 4.28 ± 0.09 2.50 ± 0.04 

Bone  2.81 ± 0.02 5.62 ± 0.00 2.16 ± 0.07 0.32 ± 0.01 

Brain 1.27 ± 0.04 7.60 ± 0.01 3.24 ± 0.01 0.70 ± 0.04 

 

 

4.5.2. Biodistribution of 
125

I-TME 

      The biodistribution pattern of 
125

I-TME is shown in Table (4.12). The iodo 

compound was injected into normal mice via intravenous route and was distributed all 

over the body organs and fluids. All radioactivity levels are expressed as average 

percentage of injected dose per gram (% ID/g ± S.D). The high uptake of radioactivity 

in kidney indicates that excretion of 
125

I-TME occurs mainly through the renal system. 

The biodistribution data of 
125

I-TME showed substantial uptake of 5.19± 0.021% in the 

brain at 60 minutes post-injection and a good retention of 0.55± 0.01% at 120 minute 

post-injection. The low radioactivity located in the thyroid gland indicates that the iodo 

compound is stable against in vivo deiodination. The maximum brain uptake of 
125

I-

TME (5.19± 0.021) is higher than that of currently used radiopharmaceuticals for brain 

imaging, 
99m

Tc-ECD and 
99m

Tc-HMPAO which have maximum brain uptake of 4.7 and 

2.25%, respectively. This indicates that radioiodinated tyrosine methyl ester is better 
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agent for brain SPECT. The high uptake of 
125

I-TME in stomach enforces us to do more 

research about the possibility of using it as agent for stomach imaging and treatment 

comparing it with currently used agents for that purpose. 

 

Table 4.12:  Biodistribution of 
125

I- TME in normal mice at different time intervals 

post-injection 

 

% injected dose/gram at different time intervals (min) 
Organs and 

body fluids 
15 min 30 min 60 min 120 min 

Blood 10.93± 0.05 11.35± 0.11 5.81± 0.03 4.64± 0.31 

Kidneys 8.00± 0.5 7.67± 0.06 4.95± 0.25 4.70± 0.00 

Liver 4.79± 0.09 5.84± 0.22 3.84 ± 0.21 2.55 ± 0.05 

Spleen 2.07±  0.01 2.41±  0.01 3.82± 0.04 0.75 ± 0.02 

Intestine 8.06 ±  0.03 9.26±0.05  6.57± 0.07 5.40± 0.09 

Stomach 25.31± 0.15 81.57± 2.2 75.15± 3.5 66.97 ± 0.56 

Lungs 3.48± 0.01 9.18±  0.03 4.36± 0.46  2.33±0.1 

Heart 1.60± 0.04 1.96± 0.8 2.79± 0.14 0.30± 0.02 

Thyroid 1.95± 0.03 1.80± 0.00 0.60± 0.01 0.23± 0.01 

Muscle 3.16 ± 0.021 8.16± 0.01 1.78± 0.03 0.63± 0.02 

Bone  0.049± 0.9 1.23± 0.02 13.16± 0.05 0.89± 0.02 

Brain 0.66± 0.02 2.94± 0.01 5.19± 0.021 0.55± 0.01 
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ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion    

 

The growth of nuclear medicine has been mainly due to the development of a 

range of new carrier molecules which can target radionuclides more selectively to the 

disease site and also due to wider availability of radionuclides with desired physical 

properties. Iodine is among the most widely used radionuclides, mostly in the medical 

field, because of its short half-life, it is short enough to save the patient from high 

radiation dose and long enough to carry out labeling and scintigraphic measurements; γ-

ray energy  reasonable for SPECT and useful beta emission.  

The selection of histamine and L-tyrosine methyl ester to target 
125
I as 

radioactive element is based on the reported finding that histamine is a well known 

chemical mediator of allergy, gastric acid secretion and a neurotransmitter in the 

mammalian brain. L-Tyrosine methyl ester is important biologically not only in protein 

and in the synthesis of thyroid hormones, but also in its hydroxylated forms as the 

precursor for the synthesis of catecholamines and melanin. L-Tyrosine methyl ester is a 

prosthetic group which is used to label organic molecules which do not have activated 

aromatic groups or may not be stable to harsh oxidizing conditions. 

In the presented work, histamine and L-tyrosine methyl ester have been labeled 

by direct electrophilic substitution reaction with 
125
I (t1/2 = 60 days) using chloramine-T 

(CAT), iodogen and lactoperoxidase oxidizing agents. A comparative study between 

radioiodination methods; chloramine-T (CAT) method, iodogen method and enzymatic 

iodination method has been carried out in order to determine which method is the most 

suitable for the radiodination of histamine and L-tyrosine methyl ester. The results show 

that higher radiochemical yield obtained by the chloramine-T (CAT) method with a 

high radiochemical yield of 92.75 ± 0.02 % and 91.38 ± 0.1 %, respectively, using 

chloramine-T as an oxidizing agent. The factors affecting the radiochemical yields such 

as substrate amount, pH of the medium, reaction time, temperature and stability of the 

labeled products have been investigated and evaluated. 

The maximum radiochemical yield of 92.75 ± 0.02  % for 2-[
125
I]iodohistamine 

was obtained when the reaction was carried out at 150 µg of histamine, 10 µl of Na
125
I 

(~7.2 MBq), 150 µg of chloramine-T in acetate buffer pH 5 and the reaction mixture 

was kept at room temperature for 15 minutes reaction time and the maximum 
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radiochemical yield of 91.38 ± 0.1 % for L-3-[
125
I]iodotyrosine methyl ester was 

obtained when the reaction was carried out at 25 µg of  L-tyrosine methyl ester, 10 µl of 

Na
125
I (~7.2 MBq), 150 µg of chloramine-T in phosphate buffer pH 7 and the reaction 

mixture was kept at room temperature for 30 minutes reaction time. The results of the 

study showed good in vitro and in vivo stability of the 2-[
125
I]iodohistamine and L-

3[
125
I] iodotyrosine methyl ester. 

Different separation and chromatographic techniques; Paper electrophoresis, 

TLC, poly acrylamide-acrylic acid resin and HPLC were used to evaluate the 

radiochemical yield and identify the purity of the final product.  

 Biodistribution studies showed that maximum in vivo uptake of 2-

[
125
I]iodohistamine and L-3-[

125
I]iodotyrosine methyl ester in the brain was 7.60 ± 0.01 

and 5.19 ± 0.021 injected activity/g tissue organ at 30 minutes and 60 minutes post-

injection, respectively. Brain uptake of 2-[
125
I]iodohistamine and L-3-[

125
I]iodotyrosine 

methyl ester is higher than that of 
99m
Tc-ECD, 

99m
Tc-HMPAO and 

123
I-IMP which are 

currently used radiopharmaceuticals for brain SPECT having brain uptake of 4.7, 2.25 

and 1.14%, respectively.  As a result, 2-[
125
I]iodohistamine and L-3-[

125
I]iodotyrosine 

methyl ester are two novel radiopharmaceuticals for brain imaging and more efficient 

than currently available agents for that purpose. 
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 امللخص العريب

 

	�ل ر����� ����  :ا����� ا������ ��

  :ا��	� ا�ول

 .  ا�!�ض �� ه�� ا��را� أ��� ���� ه�ا ا���� ا����ة ا����� �	�را� و�
�آ	�� آ�� ����

��  :ا��	� ا���

��# 
�� ا�+�ق ا�(�� �)'��� ا���آ&�ت ا���$���8)7 ه�ا ا���� #��56ء ا��23ى �� ا��/0/ع -�,  �9�23

)
ا��)
 ا�)�$�; ، ا�(/ا�� ا��?<�ة =	> آ��ءة ��$�; ه�� ا���آ&�ت ، ا��9�23 ا���	�= @A ��8(Bً� و  ا���إ�)�8ا �Eا�آ

 ه�ا ا���� أ��ً� اQ)��آ��  ، ١٣١- وا��/د١٢٥- و ا��/د١٢٣-و�Kق اJ)�ج و79��H آ� �� ا��/د،  A> ا�+F ا�3/وى

 ا=R	�K <ق ا�)�$�; ا��8)	� #���/د S��K T�H U
 .آ)�و�A		W-<ل اRا��

 7(8� A@ ا�+F ا�3/وي ، وا�#��)�/�� ا�+&@ ، ه�ا ا���� أ��ً� و��8(B5ة ا���Y  ق آ���K �ً������ أ

�S3و� ��A ا��8)	��Aا�Y/���ا���و �S3(ق ا��K �8ام(��# U
 ه�� ا���آ&�ت  أن-�,و ،  ا���آ&�ت ا���$� #���/د ا��


� <A �8م(Bاض���ا� �� �� ا�6/دة ��E $��س ا��S3وة ا�������9 وا��S3وة � ��ا A\ن إ�Yاء اH)&�ر ر$ ،7�8 و=Wج ا�(�#

 ا��Hى وا�)(�S; وا�8	/ �� ا�&��و��Y وا�)/ز�U ا�'�/ى �	)^آ� �� �SJوة وأ��ن )
 ا���/Jا� ��وة �S3وا� ا��اد�/آ�����9

<A د/
 .  ا�+F ا�3/وى �()&� =	> FJ�Y آ&�� �� ا�ه��وآ��ءة ه�� ا��3)�6ت �	)+&�` ا��3

 :ا��	� ا���� 

 ��8(Bا�� �)ا� �2J5ة وأ�Yوا� )
�)��� ه�ا ا���� �(	/��ت ���	 =� ا�����و��ت وا��/اد ا��

 اA  ،R> ا��را�S��K @وه U
 �� أ�K a6Jق ا�)�$�; #���/د ا��S��K ه�ا ا���� b����)�و�A		W- <ل اRو

�5ت- ا��	/را���ة�� ا��?آ�B/ام ا�(#��)�8ا��Bآ)/#��وآWوا� ��Yدو/�ا��?<�ة =	> =��9  وآ��c ا�(/ا�� . ، ا�

 ا�س ا����رو <3�Y��E آ�� ا���آF ا���اد ��$��d ، ا��B)���� وا�)��وز�� ����E ا�)� ا�)�$�; ���آ&@��$ 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

��� ا��/اد ا���$� #���/د ا��
 U���E	  �Q-�آ�� ���� ه�ا ا���� أ�S3� @A ��8(Bا���� ا����#�9@ +�ق ا��  

  وS�$ا�� S&+ا� ��Aا�Y/���آ�و S��Kا���� #و e3ا�� ���W���6ز ا���� أ��Hا #و،  آ��	f�-c ا�ا�&/�@ أآ�

 .ا���و���/�YاA@ ذو ا��!g ا�(��@

 .ت ا���$� #���/د ا��
U دا�kA �Hان ا�)�6ربآ�� اQ)�� أ��� =	> �Qح �	)/ز�U ا�&�/�/Y@ �	��آ&�

 :ا��	� ا��ا"!

 اRاQ)�� ه�ا ا���� =	>S��+# U
��)�و�A	@ ���آ&�� ه���� K&�� ه�� ا���(B��� W-ل اR ا�)�$�; #���/د ا��

 .وا�)��وز�� ����E ا�)� ��@ �); ا�)�8ا���� �S�&+� @Aت ا�+F ا�3/وي

 :.-,�+ ه(ا ا��	� إ� &'&� أ$��م

 : ا�,�+ ا�ول

;BSه�ا ا� ��
�  S��K @وه U
 #�� �Kق ا�)�$�; #���/د ا��Jر�S� ���/را	ت-ا�� S��Kو ��Yدو/� ا�S��K ، 

5���Bآ)/#��وآWا� S��K @ا�و�> وه S� ، و$� أ��lت ا�)�6رب أن أ=	> =��9 �	)�$�; �); ا�'�/ل =	�A d@ ا�+�
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 ا��B)���� وا�)��وز�� ����E ا��?<�ة =	> =��9 ا�)�$�; ���آ&@درا� ا�(/ا�� آ�� ���� ه�ا ا���� . ت-ا��	/را���

 درا� =��� آ�� ا���دة ا���اد ��$����أdJ و$� أ��lت ا�)�6رب ، ا�)���- @A  ����و�Yام �� ��آF ١٥٠ A\ن آ��

  ، و=�3 ز��دة آ�� ك #���/دو�J/م ����و�Yام �� ��آF ا�)��وز�� ����E ا�)� ��/�J آ�n� ��(�A�٢٥�Bا��B)���� وآ��

�= ����(Bا�)� =� ١٥٠ ا�� ��E�� �� . ����و�Yام ��2 =��9 ا�)�$�; <�#)�٢٥ ����و�Yام وآ�� ا�)��وز

<3�Yا�س ا����رو ��$  درا���- @A �=ا�)�� g�/��>?ى ا���Hا� ��ا�(/ا p�&E� U� ت ا�)�6رب ة��lا�)��=� أ @	= 

Jأdن ��آ�5 ا/�� ��3�-  @3�Y> =��9 ٧ و �٥س ا����رو	ل ا�@ أ=/T/ا� ;(� ����(Bا�� ��د -��$�; ��� /� ١٢٥ 

�/د -وا�)��وز�� ����E ا�)� ١٢٥، F���(ا� <	=. 

 درا� ز�� ا�)��=�  ��- @A �>?ى ا���Hا� ��ا�(/ا p�&E� U�@ ا�)��=�ة	أ  = ��> =��9 ��$�; ��� 	ت ا�)�6رب أن أ=��l

����(Bد -ا��/� .د$�dS =	@ ا�)/ا�@ ١٥،٣٠ ���d =3 إ �); ا�/T/ل١٢٥ �/د -)��وز�� ����E ا�)� وا�١٢٥ 

  درا���- @Aار�- dYى ا��?<� ا�)��=�ةدر�Hا� ��ا�(/ا p�&E� U� @ ا�)��=�ة	> =��9 ��$�; أ  =	ت ا�)�6رب أن أ=��l

����(Bا�� ��د -��� /��/د - وا�)��وز�� ����E ا�)�١٢٥  ١٢٥ dل ا��/T/ا� ;(� ة=�3 ا�Yاء ا�)��=� =�3 درdY -�ار 

A�!ا� ا�'�ارةYدة در��5# 7$�3(� .، -�, �/-r أن =��9 ا�)�$�; 

 درا� <&�ت ا���آ&�ت ا���$���- @A��	�)�  ��s اد/� ��/�� F36(� ا���آ&�ت �ه� �S'� F��3ا�� p$/ا� ���'(� cوذ� 

#/s��6��J ه�� ا��/اد ا�!�� ��s/# إQ(�=�� -�, أن  =� ����B ا���آ&�ت ا���$� ��s �Ht /�= @A U�6(� �$ 

�� �(�	�� ١٢٥/د  �- وا�)��وز�� ����E ا�)�١٢٥ �/د -ا��B)���� أ��lت ا�e9�(3 أن آW �� ، ا�(�/ ا��B)��ف�S(B� 

 ����٢٤=�� . 

�� :ا�,�+ ا���

����(Bآ&@ ا���� �S3� �= ;BSه�ا ا� ��(Qد -ا/� -�, �; �U��6 ١٢٥/د  �- وا�)��وز�� ����E ا�)�١٢٥ 

 @A ;�$�� �9�= <	=> أ	ل =/�'	�  ا��2وف ا����3&�	�= p9@ و����J ;�$�� �9�= <	= '�/ل	وا-� � �=����S3(ا� 

 ذو ا��!g ا�(��@  -�f ا� ا�&/�@ أآ��W��� را�e3#��)�8ام�Aا�Y/���ا���و �S3(ز ا���Yو c	�و$� ��p درا� . آ�

     .آ��	f�-  c ا� ا�&/�@ أآ��W���را�e3 ةا�(/ا�� ا��?<�ة =	> آ��ء

 :ا�,�+ ا���� 

;BSه�ا ا� ��(
�@	=  ����(Bا�� ��ا�'�/ي ���  U��/د - وا�)��وز�� ����E ا�)�١٢٥ �/د -درا�d ا�)/ز ١٢٥ 

A@ ا���kان =�3 أو$�ت �8)	��S'ا� �)#  .����(Bا�� ��أن ���  e9�(3ت ا���lد -أ/��/د -)� وا�)��وز�� ����E ا�١٢٥  

 �� ا��6=٥x١٩و ٧x٦٠ A@ ا��w ه/ ١٢٥�=�)Q{ا  �3= e�B3ا� ��ام �Y ��� ��+)٦٠ و ٣٠ ا�� @	= �S'ا� �)# dS�$د 

��ة ١٢٥ �/د - وا�)��وز�� ����E ا�)�١٢٥ �/د -� ا�e9�(3 أن ا���(B����a0/ ه�. ا�)/ا�@�Y )
� �J{��T آ&�ت��ه@  

wا�� ��/�(� &��3�. 

 :ا��	� ا�01�2

 وا�)@ �; ا�)�8ا��� A@ آ)�# ا�����SS'وا��  .اQ)�� ه�ا ا���� =	> ا���اUY ا�(	�� ا��)��8

 

 




 ا	����� ا���  ا	��و������ا�� درا��ت ���ر����� وا	�����
�' ا	"�آ �ت ذات ا$ه"� ا	! � 	 

 
 

 ر����
 ����� إ�� آ	�� ا�
	�م

�� ا������ء–���
� ا�����ر�� �  
 ����  ا�
	�م&%�	$#�ل !	� در�� ا����

 
 

'� ����� 
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